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INVITED PAPERS-PLENARY A

Pyrotechnic Shock

Dr. Sheldon Robin
The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles CA

I am very pleased to be here today because comnunication could take place between
pyrotechnic shock has been an interest of mine experienced practitioners in this fiel. Andkid
for many years. It iv particularly satifying to so, the idea for today's workshop was born.
me that the interest has been sustained and is
continually increasing. Pyrotechnic shock is a When that idea was presented to the Shock
very lively sublect. If you look over the and Vibration Information Center, it mrt with a
program at this meeting, you will see many very positive response. The next step was to
papers addressing owe aspect or another. There create a questionnaire which we sent to the
were & number of papers yesterday, there is the participants of the IES tutorial and seine f
workshop today, and there will also be a :ew others. Questions were asked like: Would you_-
papers towrrow on this topic, participate in a workship? Would you be willing

to ma/ke a presentation at a workshop? The
I would like to, first of all, give you a responses to those questions were also very

little bit of history as to how this workshop favorable, and so we have a workshop today.
came about. The format of this workshop is a That tutorial, in fay 1985, was ketually a
little different from anythlng that has been repeat of a very similar tutorial given three
done bcfnre at these symposia, a"d we are all years ago, and sponsored by the Ornge County,
anxious to find out how it will work out. In California chapter of the Institute of

<Mia of 1985, a tutorial on pyrotechnic shock wasv )$vtrosinnt4l Sciences. In effect, todkay's
held on the day after the annual reeting of the workshow Is the thirld in a series bejun by the ,4

Instltute of hnwvirtomental Siertses at aa InstiLtute of &wVIronrental Science. leAdin' to V
Vegas. That ttturlal wvs very ktvccesofun. I today's eorknh~m. All of those workahopt were I"a• ansted %t the attentIven4es andA the gaunt very well att*nwed°.
of disvcusion during thAt .V. Ve. had perhaps

-' 50o 6 eople sitting 4t tables not too tar I "'tt'on-cd to yom- that Ier h be -en

from a Canino, And everyboy paid atterntion an. involvv with 17rote01tic nh~ck off and on for a
* ethststialy art Icipatted In thlat session. rjear of y "ars. I started votting -At the

As 5:Pa P. . rolleid *rown4. wq hdto, thtinArkpc 7rpra1o P3 -u eara o. DV ve-yr
abfout sivtns t"e r~c= iack to the hotel toý set ftr~st a.rmtI thýInk lthe -Oeoo4 4ay I gu t
It u2p for that. evenintg';S Ntttlon. eodpleý 144t thvre. was4tý- harlt rtast aknd flzs<uMv 4 te~st In

"qtan ta~lkIng. so thet cIAnlrw hAd to ctually w0*lch A io TqMCI4 ScpqrhWt vrol c4t. 100o2'
Q.,t off pthe icsio.crufcrtal frt-. zs1ruztxnrie &Iti4ftngP the

Prior stt4ge, VIthI a fl.etibl- U1neAr ihp!-P0
* ~~At the very elt, of 'h,, t0n-lchrce. A aunh r of electroftic %oxea" vore

CThnck Yoernfng, who As its chatimr-An, aU04 Sea tho aevtntpAnse, itt) there- 'esulted4 V

*t

s-everAl Jquto1,,!ns %-' !tr to fet cOsw IdeCA of the lot --,I' hte~gadtams of re4Aeyst. rSetu-pI
4 atrperience" of th*-e kuzlienee ", "ho n0 vtskt ofirclre~r vose M tho Vtist arttIda. and

pyrtecni ubt 71-Te idesign ý (%fo~a t".r wa-% jrrappl% vt a how- to trttA't~ri
hlNed bee prfeezised4 6:1 CA"Xng tn'i.ec AZ"In a ecie h h ovr. typjýZIIa r v;;l ws
tachn mode. 17o getai; sistadn f h K~ge 4tlie~o.Ti eerdU h

rea elsatlo, twwof t!,e vqton as: Whoý !frt thaý4t tv'o 11W hIstor-y ct't.ak!tq-4 a a4 s

Oth s-utbjet ofprotcncsok Abte.4 1" r.le' 4-rt Vk a Z
4petercr. A! hepeplerase %%III hanez. Ao, ri.ti: t0hat was s -Msrsn t- 'A dres were:

theq people attenigVr -as l v.tt. VtOn thes-9e -istlras 7c re. ;10 *h4? s4 of '§
"efl'rIktnzt. Th 'Mip ta ccre to ise reedy 0-L1 re l -A Th'thotr thinrgs vlght )A~nto

what are ieeodt'. ias nelh a% ak vortshcwaVhewt kMts: -A, tM.gash2 dweb coomCrs4.

I.
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about in these "boxes?" How do we interpret first one that dealt specifically with the
these data? Especially, how do we qualify our subject of pyrotechnic shock. Just two years
system for this type of shock event? And ago, revision D of MIL-STD-810 was created, and
finally, when problems arise such as the relay for tht first time, it specifically addressed
problem, what do we do about them? How do we the pyrotechnic shock environment. That
correct any problems that show up? standard addresses environmental guidelines and
Interestingly, many of those same questions are test methods. I was involved with the lAnguage
still with us, and they will be addressed in that appears in both of those standards. There
today's workshop. is considerable similarity, of course, between

thoue dacuments even though MIL-STD-810 is more
Shortly after that experience, it was clear of a methods document and MI41-STD-154) is not.

that pyrotechnic shock was a serious problem
that had to be addressed. My own prior One of the considerations that came up very
experience had not involved pyrotechnic shock, early for us in specifying a shock response
To my knowledge, this problem was not known to spectrum was that it lert open the possibility
the various spacecraft progams that were on- of incorrect application. Given a particular
going at that time. WY first big chore after value of Q, and we had selected a Q of ten
this wan to create a briefing for managemern, somewhat arbitrarily, one could perform a
project managers, and up to the Vice-Presidents inusoidal sweep to meet a shock response
of the Corporation, to tell them what this spectrum or any other time variation you could
pyrotechnic shock problem vas all about. imagine. Thir, was not really the intent. The
Several hundred people were in the audience, and easiest way to prevent stretching out of the
most of them had backgrounds In electronics. excitation was to put a limit on the duration of
Here I was trying to explain what a shock the shock event; we came up with 20 milliseconds
response spectrum was, why this was the most as the mximum duration for the event as a
"sensible way to describe this kind of event, and constraint, in addition to meeting a shock
that it shf.uld be used as a baszi for creating response spectrum requirement. I think this has
test specifications. I don't know how worked out pretty well. During the rewrite of
successful I vws, because even to people with MIL-STD-810, which vent on for several years

Sbackgrounds in dynamics, the description of what while a number of drafts were sent out for
a shock response spectrum is, and what It means, comment, I was frankly surprised that I never
to not ulways clear. But apparently I succeeded heard from the organizations who provide

* in at least identifying this as an imortant analysis equipment for the shock response
problem, and one that bad to be addressed. suectra or who provide teat control equipment.
next assignment was to make sure all the then T.ey didn't seem to think they would get bitten
current spacecraft programa were mede aware of by this; they shoull have been very interested
the problem and given some information as to the in the language that wva going into that
kind of test program that mirht be required, standrd because the equipment that they will
and other necessary confiderations. provide in the future to atalyze the test

shocks, and pe-hape to control the test, will
Uecause of v backgrouud with the chock hve to met. certain requirements. I &m not

responee spectrum, it was very mtural for es to sure -til of tbh latau.age hAA !Snk in. I have
recomcend its use. As a grxduate atutent, I had heard thingn like. "I 4on't know what MIL-M--
worked in an earthquake laborattory kand the No- 810t) s becAuae it has never been a roqtiremeet
"Iled Earth-utake ."letrum. which ,i bati^lly In any of our progra-.* IVt'% coning, no I
tho *hock respocne spectrq- applied to r04at tholose of yk who tre interested In
etrtLhqT~akkoe arotions, wasi the stain*arl techniquso prot.-,hsýI ohock proigramst. even ý f It Us not -A
for cescribti sbck•*k for earthltAke structural requre•-nt in your prq-ent program, to lnmob
tmizineerInF. I had worked In thia la~b, ovet the pyrvatethnlc tthick prttica. MIL'TM-.9lflt)
ekaklysn 41ata, coftverting. It to ohoc.k 1re-Ctrtk. a&Indt leeLst tiev-,einv awre of vts rAprsCach. It

aLnd I h*4 *l*to d fvo smereea alwl$ thia rcL~reeqsts VIMrc~aftc toat ueqiýt3 for ial.
lin*-. I ha4 wrilttent In thpe M.hock 4Md Vlbrekti" o4I* of -ho tar=e4 *qrvices. If Y,ý tAke tass=0

Hn Inrerptst 04% of dhZ;-k 470Cords. 110 with what I* int Vhqt ilc-mn. VM14ul be
It was evwf fri.tM tore the %! aTlue or the1 sha'Ck akVdiel to az ul, propare yoor a~wt 5

r pnsespctrum. After a'll of thfse ydwArs, a44"-,7 andý !to prg$.45oq c"tr,4,c%1vV
and d".tsite 1t.e lqP1Mti~tt V,0oeeres thAt CAn he A tr-At I V00.

raised 4t the dmzrlption of ai ghrck evqnt in
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Views of the World of Pyrotechnic Shock

Charles Moeni;.,

The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, CA

I want to say a few words about qF need to be- concerned with that environment? The
perspective, or uy window regarding "Views or situation at that time was our equipment had
the World of PyrGtechnic Shock". As Sheldon ilready been qualified to shock levels that were
mentioned, 11 have been in the aerospace industry typically used at the time, 100 g's, 6
for some 27 years. The data I am about to show milliseconds, which came from a MII•-.TD.
you, cow from a number of people who have Vibration tests had been run on the hardvare,
worked in the aerospace industry for a long &nd in those days, the missile equipment
time. The Impwication is that my vaindow vibration specs were very severe, in the 50 to
presents a perspective from the aerospace 100 g RMS range. The assumption made was that
industry. It's Important to understand that the high amplitude, short duration shock
point or reference becoue if you are working in environment was probably not significant
the shipboard area, or mrybe in the aircraft co.Vred with the vibration test. That proved
area. or other areas not mentioned, the vindiw to be. a poor &asumptton, ks indicated by the -
you are looking through is probably different botton of Figbre I which reflects aubsequent A.
from mine. The reason I nay this is, with flight experience. About a ye"! leter. duri•g t
aerospace vehicles, basically there IS one isunch of one of the ICLMH'a, a relay, which was
chance to &Ucceed for an given vehicle. It located near the launch rele&se botta, aRd which
mast fly complete.ly aces.fulXy the first time. was a part of the rng:e :afety leetruct system
or else loan or a coV1tv m.altsoa may be the for the alas.le, ut• tran~sferred cl~•the ,

teaultc relay fired th* destruct .y3te,. And it caused

V true wrotcch~ntc event over the whole la'4nch
Iwat to talk about the lesonsu learne in tfd. That esentiIly le e to begn

thesae 2, yeas, of experientce. I wou~ld like to accut4lAti-r a, b',)Ay ofr d!Ata which, aventually
preeent thb: erperienee in sevveral differven remlrtei in'th'T ~t-blicatios. of A pAper In Isem
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" " conducted, shock levels are measured, and it is Around 1969, we began to recognize that
4 found that shock levels are above what equipment drop shock pulse test methods were not the best

* has been qualified to. Now. there are two vay to simulate the pyrotechnic shock
options: (1) Equipment can be requalified or environment because they substantially overtest
redesigned which can be very expensive because at the low frequency resulting in unrealistic
there may be many supplierv whose contracts must hardware failures. It became obvious wt needed
be renegotiated, and possibly hardware that to simulate the shock more in terms of the real

Sneeds to be redesigned, and, (C2 the second and environment, which is an oscil3s.tory
easiest solution is to reduce the shock. That transient. One method was to use a shaker which
may solve the problem. The experience part of produces a vibrating type of environment.

Figure 3 indicates that the second option is not 11oweer, concerns existed regarding whether or
easy to do, and in many cases it cannot be not shocks could be generated using shakers andI
donel With V-bands, the stored strain energy is would the shakers survive. If we look at the
the major shock producing part of the event, experience part of Figure 6, we find that today
With linear shaped charges, we find the shakers are routinely used to simulate

thickness of the material is prooably one of the pyrotechnic shocks. A level of 7,000 g's
stronger parameters in determining the shock response cannot be directly accomplished on the
level. In some cases, efforts were made to head of a shaker. This level can 'be acheived if
redesign the separation system, and whet a combination of the shaker and a resonant
hapnened was the separation system did not work. fixture is used. Without resonant fixtures

levels are normally limited to somewhere in the
Figure 4 shows the case, circa 1964-1975. 2,000 to 3,500 g range.

It arises often in the following situation:
There are two contractors; one is the payload Figure 7 shows a situation that arises when
contractor and the other is a booster an engineer has test data from one aeparation
contractor. Both contractors have interface test. There is a need to establish design
criteria defined, and neither one can exceed the levels that consider the test-to-test
interface criteria because the equipment variability, or the vehicle-to-vehicle

.jdesigner on o ne side has designed the equipment variability if you are dealing with an extended
to the levels provided by the analyst on the production line of vehicles. The qucstion is,

other side. Quite often, when P.. combined ttst what is that test-to-test or vehicle-to-vehicle
of b~th system is cotiducted, it is four-d that variation? The ordnance people will say that
the intetface criteria were exceeded, and the the charges are controlled to within a very few
contractor whose hardware causes the higher percent. Occasionally the argumedt is that the
shock level hes to dc something to reduce it. shock levels should not vary more than the
The obvious solution is to insert something at amount that the charge in the ordnance varies.
the Interface to reduce the transmitteu shock The experience is not quite that way, as can be
level, which would s5lve the problom. In order seen at the bottom of Figure 7. I would like to
to get significant attenuation, a flexible jcint emphasize one aspect that sometimes is
is needed; but in load tarrying interfaces it it overlooked about measured test data. That is,
also necessary to maintain. stiffnef-b. These variability in shock data is due to test-to-test
conflicting requirements preclude this as a variations, but it is also due to vehicle-to-
practical solution. NeverthelJess, as indclated vehicle variations for the same vehicle
on the bottom of Figure h, on a number of design. A paper was presented yesterday that
nrograms extensive efforts were made to use showed a true test-to-test variability which was
Nitral rubber, felt, load washers, fiberglass or much less than shown at the bottom of Figure
combinations of these and other mterials. 7. I have seen the same thing in aV
Sonetines a small amount oe' attunuation was experience. With a particularly well controlled
achieved in parts of the ,equency band. test set up, if the ordinance is fired & half a
SignificLit reduction over thc total band was dozen ti;aes, the variability is small. A
never achieved. problem asxies when testing additional vehicles

of the same design. The manufacturing tolerance
Referring to Figure 5, I .m -urc nany of differences in the vehicles alone greatly expand

you have plut.'bly heard these statements, either the variabiliy. I am aware of two papers which
case, the predicted shock levels are too high c address lyro-shock variabiliy. One was
too low. I believe these statments are published by Terry Schoessow, I believe, at the
symptomatic of our inabilit, to accurately 197h Aerospace Testing Seminar. He concluded,
predict pyrotechnic shock lfvels. It ie very that if a single set of test data were available
difficult, and generally experimental data are and it was desired to estimate a 95th percentile
needed to apply to each particular problem being *:hock level, 6 dB should be added to the nominal
worked. It is very easy to be off 6 dB in shock of the single test. Another paper presented at
predictions. For example, recently on a program the Shock and Vibration Symposium about two
tbU- predicted shock environment from a l near years ago drew a similar conclusion.
cutting ty,,pe of separaticn system was
approximately 12,000 g's. A t-s* was run, and Figure 8 shows "Famous Last Words" that we
measured levels were on the ordc! of 25 to still hear today. This is not to say that the
30,000 g's causing a major program impact. implication of the statement is true in every

instance. These kinds of statemerts should be

considered flags. We should be a little
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skeptical of generalizations implied by such a next line down in Figure 11, the 41, these are
statement. If we examine the bottom part of the cases where post-?liglt failure review teams
Figure 8, the experience indicateu hammers work concluded, 'yes indeed there is enough evidence
well for 95% of the cases. This is not to say for the review team to conclude that the failureSan ordnance generated shock test is not a good wai shock induced." W:!th that ba~ckground, I

test. It is the perfect test; the problem is, reviewed the rest of the data, and it appeared
it is more expensive. There are personnel to me there were an additional 44 failures where
safety considerations, which may require a there was a significant probability that these

remote test site. Also a considerable amount of failures were also shock induced. I made an
time and money is expended in refurbishing the arbitrary assumption. I assumed 50% of those 44
test article and the ordnance. failures were shock induced. That is 22 plus

the 41, with a total of 63 failures; I will
It is interesting to look at Figure n refer to that number in a later figure. My

becarse it shows, if you remember, one of the reasoning for assuming 50% of those 44 failures
earlier figures where the "Famous Last Words" were likely t- be shock induced is that none
were that "our equipment will bh reduced to occured during the period of high vibration
scrap," we have come full circle. Today, if the environments. All occurred shortly after
shock level is below 1,000 gi's, we are hearing significant shock events when the thersal and
people say, "our equipment has always passed it, the vibration environments were relatively
let us ignore it, and save the Government some binign. As to the vibration failures, thfre
money." That statement can result in risk of have been Just three among these same 14
flight failure if applied on a broad generic aerospace rehicle programs, two of those were on
basis. Let me show you the flight experience, launch vehicles, and one on a payload.
Two flight failures have occurred is a ,esllt of
relatively low shock levels in the '--orzlcd data There have been four flight failures due to
base that I have. A relay failu- is oised by relay (hatter or transfer (Figure 12), and all
a 600 g s'-,ck and another proble.. As eiaused by of those resulted in catastrophic loss of the
a very low level shock of 200 g's. These mission. That is, the complete booster and its
programs designated H&L to maintain contractor payload were lost. Shock levels are shown, and

anonymity, and are also discussed in PV paper. they range from telatively low levels up to
(See reference in Figure 1.) quite severe levels at 4,000 F'a. All of the

shock levels that you see on this and on
Now let us do some self-examination. subsequent figures, are the peak of the ahock

(Figure 10) First, let us ask a general response spectrum. Generally the frequent in
question of all of us in the Shock and Vibration above 2,000 Hz. Often the ftequency is not much
Comunity, particularly from the point of view above 2,000 Hz because the data came from flight
of the Aerospace Industry: How successful have telometry systems which typi-clly are limited to
we been? Let me define what I mean by something on the order of 2,000 Hr.
succest. 3uccess is definc)d here as our
collective ability to minimize or reduce flight Another class of failures, the hard
failures. To answer that question, we should failures as illustrated in Figure 13, was a re"l
examine how well the flight vehicles have been surprise to me. My first presentation of flight
performtrg. That is, v'it has the failures yes at an IFS. Pyro-Shock Seminar held
succeso/failure history been? Specifically we in Orange County, California in 1982. In my
oust answer the queation ct thr, bttom of Figure original data base, there were only two or three

"10 to respond to the first question. I lave hard failures due to pyro-3hock. As a result of
-imited rV time frame to 1960 and later because the presentation at the Orange County seminar,

Sthat basically coincides with rV experience data ond a similar pre4en t atian a month later at the
base. It is probably a reasonable starting 1982 Ihock and Vibrat1on Syrvea!uR. a number of
point because it eliminates the higher risk industry people came rcivard and supplied
period during the iitial growth years of the additional data. Since 1932 the data btae has
aerospace inridstry. tripled. Figure 13 shows a total of 3n

failures. It is I.vor.ant to contider the

Figure I' ts ctse:utially out of a paper I levels. They are all f&irly high levels, 3,000
referenced ear~lcr. (Oee Figur- 1.) Fourteen g's or better at frequencleg of 2,000 TI or
aerospace vehicle pro.rams were surveyed; twelve above. There is 4 thecry that the frilure level
of those were lIanch vehicles and two were of hardware in shock is related to a constant
patyloada. In a piven launch vehicle prograr. velocity line. That meamn the shock levil is
there- v.y bIe 0., k0, 50, launches. In the two numerically equal to a constant times the
poayloai prorams, those vere single Specific frequency. A god reference level above which
.mY load launchm. The ?rcAt preponderance of fcilurem are likely to occur Is perhaps 0.8
t11e data *:ome from the launch vehlcle area. times frequency. For exa-)le, at 2,000 Hz if
Nit of 14 progrt,". there vere 88 fallures thl eP.cted Iee.' exceeds 1,600 g's, the risk
- nociAte4 vwith sheok :r vibrati-on. To statie It or ratlure becoýe. significant. You will notice
another wasy. there verr0 88 d4ffertnt flightis vore than 50% of these har! failures identified
where a failure occurred which vw aset likely iv .'igure 13 resulted In -AteAtrophic
due to either sh.-k or vibration. Out of thote coc.equencez to %he mission.
68 failures,. ti were potenttally ahock induced
and 83 of i.nose ves o.n lsunch vehicles. The
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The third, and last type of flight failure, instituted component acceptance testing.
as shown in Figure 14, is basically a Generally in these instances they are dealing
workmanship type of problem. An example of this with fairly high shock levels. I personally
type of failure is when solder balls are present think that component shock acceptance testing is
inside of a transistor. The shock causes the a very prudent thing to do when expected shock
solder ball to break loose, and it floats around levels are high, for example above 0.8 times
until it gets into an area where it can cause an frequency.
internal short which fails the avionics
component. There were 29 failuzs of this kind Another "Famous Last Words" chart (Figure
in seven programs. More than 50% of them 16) has to do with the spacecraft part of the
resulted in catastrophic loss to the misoion. aerospace industry. Often we hear these "famous
The levels for this kind of problem can range last words", usually by people who don't have
anywhere from very low levels to very high the benefit of the booster experieace, and who
levels. also don't have comple.,e information about their

own hard'rare. Leh r.e 5 llustrr.te b.- a general
To summarizs, X rill ,idd.ese the example. When a spacecraft is launched, it is

question: 1,What wvle the design and the testing usually unpovered. It goes through the a3cent
deficiencies that allowed these kinds of acoustic and vibration environments. Some of
failures to occur? Figure 15 lists the major the separation events occur, and it is still
reasons. First, electronic subsystems were not unpowered. A few hours later, the on-orbit
tolerant of intermittents. In on! case, it was powering-up process is begun. If a component
a relay in a guidance system circut. The relay doesn't work, it is extremely difficult to
chattered due to the shock, scrambled the determine what cauved it. The cause-effect time
guidance system and caused the loss of the relationship that exiuts with many of the laur.ch
booster. Poor separation system design was vehicle failures is not available. In other
another case. That sepci.ation system had an words, there i'! not enough information to
explosive bolt, and the head of the bolt was determine wnether a shock failure has or has not
allowed to impact against metal. The impact occured. In an attempt to get better

- caused the shock, something in the order of quantification of that, I reviewed a report
* 7,000 g's, which caused the hard failure of an which compiled spacecraft component on-orbit

avionic component. There are failures caused by failures and selected those that were
components being located near the shock potentially shock related. In a few cases, the
nource. One of the earliest flight failures was evaluators, or the persons who put the data into
caused by a relay being located near the launch the data bank, concluded that it had been a
release bolts. Piece part designs susceptible shock failure. There were voiry few cases such
to internal shorte because of contam.nst:;on has as this, on the order of four or five. From the
been a major problem area. A design change that report I selected many additional failures as
has resulted in a large reduction of being potentially shock related mainly because
contamination kinds of failures hes been ..cy seemed to be the kind of tnings that

A wassavation of the internal parts of cavity type booster experienc-e, would indicate, could have
piece parts, a transistor for example. been due to shock. Thin vda only done when the
Passivution is basically coating of l!ternal reviewer left the definition of the causes
surfaces with glaus os uLher diaelectri% unkncvn. In suav'Ary, the failure histcry of
materials so that if the particle breaks liooze, spacecraft. due to -th')ck is an unknown.
it Is less likely to coase an internal short.
An oxperit•ntaJ study done 'About 10 years agqo We can examine the flight and vibration
indicated pmsivation cpin reduce the failure fat luzes very quickly. It von't take long
rate by a factor of ?n to 1. bec"ure there are not that ta-.. Th:re have

only Bern A total of three (ailuicn ts

The testing deficiencies ire shown at the illustrcutud in Figure 17. In one case, a
bottom of Figure 15. Coovorents were crr4,onent hmd boen flovn thaot hd not b-.en

ina-dequately quaifiie.4 For .xnr4i1,e, In one atreptnrce vibration tested whilh voioates good

case a relay vaz quAlified to 100 &'n, and the er•r-neerine ;-nrt!ce in accspance testing of
r;ro-shock levels were in the 1,000'c of* •'n. a-rospec,' vhicle, equiprt.ott. In the tsco;ed
In many cases no stystem leovel shock teits yere cane, tha vibrtilon onvirolm•nt wns predicted to
run, no the dlyntkeicint didn't knov v nsi shock ho- 'kl g';s ltt!. )n that proram the flight
qnvironrxetznt to expctf.- im-idequ-ite piec-pa?-rt vibra-tion enlox th'ad boen gOrossly
screening is another Itetm that aidr,-sas the oudoeetlsnteK. It vee a rn. te-of-the-art type
pitce-pert jroblext. Indusltry hM tngtitutetd of vehicM, ant Žaslcafly. aalytictal tools to
PIND tesftin-,3 Psttrtie' trq'ACt hois lctectn de.ýtne thet -liviroh-wnt wtro not avvailablo. I
a'iNt) tes.,ting is2 notnarl-y an, efrective a- *on't hbon. .t ot of informition about the third
~coting or laavtonl. ClIne Itudy indi1cated Cmi Itree. ,UA4 tnt!'i three, flight fal l-reee
that a Muccess rstIo on the order nf J30 to 5'.01 <Curre! 'I lhe same lh veh-cle net of n1t.a from
can! be exp--ct-d with PIMD te.týn.t. In other which- t.". t heock failures were tabulAte-d.
words. 30% to 50% of tb05 '^afat thn' contoined
the contaminant* can t- idenotf.e4. LAst, to Fig.unre IS gets bark to the quentio; tLhat
r&ke up for irnrequate is-ece pawrt or cr-mpiwbnts wP.M ak-4 "d lier. First. I Will sUnM.rte the
scree.ning, no*e or tho liunch vk•ehic prograzd fbiiur'r c!-v v'l by sh" ock aned vibhration. We can
that had the larlge nuher of hard rali;r.te, here JVNaItiv sY oay th-r, lve bee!rn at lee-, three
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vibration failureo. There may 1i others I am practice is not rigorously adhered to in the
not aware of. One of those three failures lyro- shock area. Of the same four spacecraft
resuited in a catastrophic mission failure. In programs, none performed acceptance shock
the shock area, there have been 63 failures testing, and only 58% of the components were
ý.nich is basec on the discussion regarding being qualified to shock. In the boost vehicle
Figure 11. 3ixty eight perce-t of those have part of the industry, I believe the percentage
*been "iss'on failurt.a and alm•ost all of these of components subjected to pyro-shock
have been witb launch vehicles. The laz t boost qualification would be closer to 100%, and
vehicle shock fa'nire occired in 1977. It acceptance somewhere between zero and 70%. In
itrdicates that the boost vehicle part of the some cases boost vehicle have had bad
industry has probably learned how to handle experiences and have implemented acceptance
pyrotechnic shock quite well. Referring to the testing of a sizable percentage of their
bottom part of Figure 1I: Hov succeessful have avionica.
we, in the Shock and V'bration community,
perfu.'me,1 In ib: atic:i, i Think we can reach To close, Figure 21 provides a summary of
over our sho,•lder's and pait ourselves on the what we can do to either maintain our level of
back because I think we have done quite well; success or to improve it? In the vibration
three failures out of many hundreds of world, it seems obvious to me we should c¢ntinue
launches. This is a very small number, and we doing what we have been doing as we have done
h..ve L clear understanding of those which did quite well. Some people may argue that we axe
occur. In one case we violated 'he basic groL.d over-doing it. But I doutt if there are many
rul-rs of good ergirter~ng p.acti,-. I.. the people who are willing to step up and say let us
pyro-shock area, at least throut, 1977, we relax our vibration test requirements because we
didn't do very well. I lon't believe there is are so successful. In the shock world, we
enoagh intormation to determine how well we have should apply the lessons learned from our past
done in the spacecraft part of tho businrss over experience, and they are summarized at the
any time frame, bottom of Figure 21. 1 want to refer to the

last item, perfc.-a shock acceptance tests. My
Let's go to another question (Figure 19): recommendati.n elicited in the paper (Referenced

Why has the failure rate for shock 'een a,- mich in vigrare 3), is: When shock levels exceed .8
higher thar. fo. vlbrat!on? I will discuss a few times frequency, then serious consideration
?osrible answers. The first is that possibly •hould be given to performing shock acceptance
the pyro-zhock enviLoamant is inherently more testinb of avionics equipment.
damaging, Maybe things Just fail more due to
pr:o-shock. That doesn't stem to be a likely
ee.planation. I reviewed a 198? study (Reference
2, bottom of Figure 20) which contained a survey
of failures that occurred during ground testing
of avionics components on four spacecr'ift
programs. That data indicated tnat when
components were "qual tested", about 10% of thea'
failed qyro-shock, ant about 22% ^ailed
vibration. These data discount the ide" that
shock environmanta are inherenaly me.e damaging
than vibration. The second jaaible reason is
the lack of our ability to predirt pyru-shock.
Thin is probably a partial reason. We do have a
great deal of difficulty estimating what the P
pyro-shock environments are. Figare 2U providesq cm of the str'ongest rtasons for the highier
failure rate for shock tCan for vibtat-ion.

rirst, for boost vehicles, I believe ve can
- co.sider these in the past teuae Oa lessons

learned have been applie'ý, in4 failures have no,-
occurred in the past severvAl i ear-s. Re.larding
spacecrift, the. first .a--.n, luck of the pzoper
deqigvi consideration for pyro-oahck, can
probebly also be referred to in past tensebecs-e design cxiideration for pyr(-shock h&,

been reoAnnably well implemented. Hoiever, I
still have. proble= vith the lack of rigcrous
ant cOnclstertt teot rerjuiremehtS being applied
to spacecrart programs. The 1983 T-tudy on four
recent spacecraft prt.$rama (Reference (2),
bottom of Viguae 20), indi-z.tea thxt a't.•nica
coqponents are conaiate-r.ly t.vated for
vibration, i.e., 100% of the avionics !ocponen~a
are acceptance vib-atimi tested, and 100% are
qualification vibrationi \ested. That "Ind of
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II

PYROTECHNIC SHOCK

THE PRE-PULSE IN PYROSHOCK MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. E. Galef I
TRW Electronics and Defense

Redondo Beach, California

[Accelerometers are usually incapable of faithful measurement of the nearly
instantaneous velocity change occurring when a structure is subjected to
excitation that closely approaches a true impulse (as is often the case with
pyrotechnic or X-ray induced shocks). The imperfect accelerometer behavior
can lead to a serious error in the shock spectrum calculated from it. A
method of correcting for one of the comon accelerometer insufficiencies is
provided. i

N014ENCLATURE If we were capable of measuring such motion
directly and used the measurement as the input

I = Impulse causing motion; to calculate the shock or Fourier spectrum,
the difficulties to be dealt with in this paper

14n . Generalized mass of nth mode of styjc- would not exist. They arise because the ordin-
ture excited; ary method of measurinq shock motion is the

accel erometer, and we generally use the .measured
t - Time; acceleration to calculate the relative displace-

ment spectrum and from it the equivalent staticX - Notion of measurement point; acceleration shock spectrum. (Ref. 1)

Un a Damping, as fraction of critical damp- In the process of differentiating Eq. I to
ing in nth mode; yield the acceleration that our instrumnent will

be subject to, we should observe that at the
F a Damping used in shock spectrwu cilcula- instant inr.ediately after the completion of the

tion; postulated impulse application the velocity is
non-zero -

op * - Modal deflhction in direction of impulse.
of nth mode at point of impulse applic- N
at ion. I~~~ ~

q - Modal deflection in "X' direction, of n*l n

qn nth modt at ". surtment point;

? . Phase angle )f nth wodal acceleration Since the velocity just before the event
n term; V cos* ( is zero, it should be clear that the direct

n1 3 result of tuo differentiations of Eq. 1 -
U. * 3odal frequency.

iNTROMI~iC I ON X ~ -~-

When a linear, viscously da&T:pd structure

is subjected to 4n irpulse I at point p. the SN-
*:;tion at point q after the. cor.pletion of the exp'- 'n tI * Vn tn .n' ,n) 'n
impulse application can be written as -

N 1 0 0 is not ccw'plete; it has nrqlectu. the imlicit
,,x.1 P, • C )* Heaviside unit fu.nctior. rTaltlplying te. I and

a (n therefore, conceals the v.ery high acceleration
n-1 n n • 0-1 prevail~nr for the irry short tUP ihiLh is

$in{Vl~ " cn; t)(1) characteristic of the ihpulsiVe excitation
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tht asas~medatth otstan wic cusd ccleatoni iplusbl hgh idiatn
theEq ?volocty te i;sing term of Eq. 3, that the physical acceleration has not been

(which ith"pepl"ofthe title) is un- measured faithfully.

likey t be easredfaithfully, because of
bohte rqecyrsoneadthe ranging In many cases, inspection of the acceler-

neesr o cuaemeasurement. ometer trdce will permit an immnediate identifi-
Iti sgese ta tepre-pulse is which might be a drift or zero-shift in the

oftn te cuseofaccelerometer and/or ampli-amlfeoupt(eorxmlmny fth
fir afucios zrosifsaturation, accelerometer traces provided in Ref. 2, with
slw-at lmiipl/an wenthat occurs this Fig. I.A.1.8, (the third accelerogram

deferctiv ofe r data Whoedu, e for repairing the provided in the 7-Volume document) being all
defctvedaa.Whnhoevrthe effects of too typical!) and such data should have been

th esueet ytminsufficiencies are discarded. For the cases we propose to deal

limte t cipin* f heapparent magnitude with here, however, the recorded acceleration
ofthe pre-pulse, the procedures of the paper is of the form of Eq. 3, with no obvious in-

will be useful. strumentation system malfunction that would
cause a sophisticated technician to discard the

PROBLE14 IDENTIFICATION data, but there is nevertheless a significant
U apparent velocity change associated with the

An equivalent static acceleration shock 'invisible" pre-pulse. The commnon inability to
spec trumt whose magnitude increases linearly record the pre-pulse accurately is the cause of
with frequency implies that there was a net very frequent distorted shock spectra. An%
velocity change contained in the shock event; approach to correcting for this is offered
the magnitude of the spectrum slope is the im- following.
parted ve!ocity.S (Given the physics of the problem out-

There are some shock eventr, (most cormmon- lined in the preceding sections, the reader
ly, collisions or drops) where significant net may be led to belie,.e we are claiming that the
velocity is imparted to the rigid body mode, problem is universal, and that there are itute
but the expected net velocity change resulting valid data on pyroshocks available. This would
from the very short duration, small net impulse be an exaggeration of my position, since the
of the events of primary interest in this paper potential problem manifests itself primarily
is sufficiently small (and is zero if the con- when attempts are made to make shor~k measure-
figuration is such that there are no rigid body ments so close to the source of the shock that
modes) that we should expect the shock spec- structural dissipation has not mitigated the
trum to be dottinated by the motions of the high level , high frequency content of the pre-
flexible modes. In no'st cases of pyrotechnic pulse sufficiently for the remainder to be
shock the dominance should be expected to be measured. A further and often equally import-

complete at two octaves or more below the fre- ant beneficial effect of separation from the
quency of the first structural mode. W4hen the source is that the nodal velocity terms of

crease attert f6db/octave through a sign as o *will be, increasingly variable in
broad feunyrneiwllusually be found sign whn .srmnsare reasonably remved

tha te elciy hageimplied by the sensed from the source because of the typically high
rtsof change with position of the high fre-

*T6i'__MTr1Fj will often be concealed by the quency eigeIrvectors of concern.)%
liminted frequentcy response of typical tnpll..

fiortil toc my fr ubsequ eent thou ther clppn asLUItud AMd apRM riDATeiMnsota th In
th nt veorsilt nvdb the inpusae.srealdo there
s erlt on. (tor.il reducilntgy ifs tppren k tgra the- c~msene of t Ir~ siy high. Thea

ursagnitde "t velocir had~j bIn aeme shok rlodableen.
T nf thad preferr~ed . Thi rin of shc pet4- bdentforetuf mASl th e q;Innit tofrcr the pare-an
shA~ ould be tbz ero the a solueactral feera cc ~tioni e~ fai hfully the cre eined.ou: r
thre lessd ta:i t. 3 regiono celteraio t ro -tiavi oahg sad t rthv .jlwil er o datame af one)
Smaltwoo. thos dire ctln y aeve cbl tho h t ere vat 'laiun his ho Wgi ectr4 pulsewit sufficiat,
no net velocit insp li by Se the antega ofw thqu en an eacd andlutiron fo the reln otativ m tio n -

&%.ceerazin (or "-vi~lenty. ifthe prcyptgrlofthetical te oclatorthr Is zoro vided

for vlsiabe disussin on his apebtffote vln Ini iaveocity bequiii tof the decata. anf
vptabl woul the velocit themne sprtra finte.;ratoIl

are ess hanta. a=ir-4bte- toDavi 11

Sm~lino, wosediretlyappicaild ape. M s~vt rs.0 wil týe otaii.*d i on

4 4P
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Depending on one's program, one or the other understanding will always remain necessary in
equivalent procedures may be more convenient.) any data orocessing and interpretation proced-

ures; attempts to automate and otherwise remove
The results of the suggested technique are judgment from the process are periloust

shown in the figures, which are the results of
shock spectrum analysis on what is offered as ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
a representative shock of the form of Eq. 1.
The uncorrected spectrum has mucn higher re- The studies leading to this paper were
sponse levels at low frequencies than the cor- performed in the course of some test and analy-
rected one of Fig. 2; an item of equipment with sis programs involving pyrotechnic and X-ray
critical frequencies near200 Hzmight be severely generated shocks, and was supported through
damaged if the uncorrected spectrum was assumed the TRW Project Office, under Contract F-04704-
to be valid and was reproduced in the environ- 84-C-0064. Thanks are due to Mr. R. Zenko,
mental lab, whereas the device might very well Manager of Missile Structures and Integration
be able to withstand the "correct" spectrum Department, for his cooperation and support.
"easily Conversely, if a properly measured and
analyze' severe field shock had a spectral REFERENCES

4 level of _iOg at 200 Hz, equipment would be
grossly undertested if it were subjected to the 1. C.M. Harris and C.E. Crede. (editors)
shock of the figures and it was deemed a satis- "Shock and Vibration Handbook" McGraw-Hill
factory shock on the basis of an analysis such Book Co. 1961. Page 23-12 by S. Rubin.
as that of Fig. 1 that did not account for the
pre-pulse. 2. W.J. Kacena III, M.B. McGrath and W.P.wRader. "Aerospace Systems Pyrotechnit:.N

At high frequencies, the corrected spec- Shock Data". N•ASA CR 116437, March 1970. 1
Strum is seen to have high spectral levels.
This is a direct result of replacing the miss-
ing pre-pulse by a very short duration (12.5
usec, for the example) high amplitude pulse
which dominates the high frequency spectrum.
Little quantitative weight should be attached
to these spectral levels, especially since they
are partially a product of the time step used
in the analysis, but it should be appreciated
that when we concede the postulated 'existence
of the pre-pulse we are recognizing that the
correct spectrum doeb, i"'.ed have very high
levels at the high frequencies that 'feel" the
instantaneous peaks. It would be necessary to
establish correct values (using instrus-entition
capable of neasuring correctly the entire ac-
celeration ir.cludin the pre-pulse) only if
there were concern about the abil ity of equip-
rtnt to 4ithstand high frequencies. and that
wou idbe rWre.

Pcrsons usirg qentral purpose coo-m;ters
with So"tw'are hoc'k ip.ectrv rmutiers will have
n difficulty in nodifyin their prmir4Tx . tO
Ii~plement thev correctioh i47estcd atbove. Per-
sons Usi' a bblack-bow' shack analyzer will
her.e to wait uitil r4rwfaturers r:,kc rvtrofit
kit$ 4vailahle. I ure that ;m! fac-•urers do
irneitd start to pr"vidt retrofit k04 i r• cer.
tainly start to 91Ae their new {e;i.nt She
ioption of rroding for the p4'tially or cwm-
pietely *siji~snaptpl

Vihen har~warl or i0-Lvre cart~e ef 4sing
the prr.rlse corre0c•.t is aitgilable It will
Ne I nt t irhtit r; •'. 7-

lerc-0hift or aiasinn. ;f vs, on rellis~onIl.
data. Utwre a slei ficant .'ecocity chanie has
been indicate4 carrv-ctly. I*, will diitkrf, tht
resultt to yield 4 'h~s-v ese -.oit-
ments ibre , r'VI4e0 at tf* rts Q! lt~e!4rir~j

*tpe 'olnt that critfLý, rc~iev 414 Zhyslcal
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iL
SUPER*ZIP (LINEAR SEPARATION) SHOCK CHARACTERISTICS

By Kurng Y. Chang and Mennis L. KernS~jet "ropulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

83uper*Zip is a high lead carrying pyrotechnic device which
sepzrates ring-shroud structure without contamination. Explosive
separation devices, such as Super*Zip, empolo'yed during the
spacecraft launch phase and space flight generate a chock
environnent tlat could have a deleterious effect on the
spacecraft hardiare. This paper presents the results of a series
of tests designed to study too dynamic charact ristics (ana henoe
the shock response level) produced by detonation of the ,;uper*zip4
joint. Tests performed include separation of straight and curved
panels and of criplete full-ring hands for spacecraft system.
Data obtained fraa these tests have provided qualitative
indications of the shock response levels for different test
configurations. During the study, considerable effort was
extended to evaluate the shock directivity, distance attenuation,
boundary condition effects, and firing-to-firing variations.
Representative results are shcwn and tt* infonration uvn be used
as a reference hase for analytical prtdictions as well as flight
equipment design requirements.

In the Galileo spioe-raft ptogram, a series
_Super*Zip is a high load carrying pyz:otedwic of super*Zip test firinge has been ompletd-
joint which activates without contamination. on several different configurations. U w
%hie structure cutting device i& comnnly tests evaluated the capaWlity of the 4

used to separate missile stages and Super•Zip to properly separate with margined
spacecraft from their boosters. It wa used extems of charge grain size and t~erature.
on the Voyager spacecraft and the Inertial Wrting the tests, instriumentation was
*~er Stage (WUS) and is Lrrenty part of installed on the test articles to measure the
& t design for the wide woay Centaur (ww-) intenwity of shock due to deltonation andj
,, and tie Galileo0 apaarxaft. Such e osive material separation both near the joint anJ

, separation devices employed duxing the at other locations on the spacecraft. T*A
spacecraft or booter launch -Mse and space shock clta was analyzed to develop the pyro
flight generate a swock enviro•-nt that shock envirocx:ent design and test
could have a deleterious effect on the requirements for Galileo spacecraft harduare.
_sipcecraft or booster hardware, enpecially on ?4. effort wat also expnd to study the

'1 electrmeQdwanicaal oquipent. 1he environment dynamic characteristlcs of Super*Zip
it so onkVlex thnt no analytieal tool is jrerattd s)o, such as directivity and
presently available to adequately describe tranission path.
the basic rechanism of shock transaaision and
to predict shock responses. %Wrious test This paper d&scribes tl.* Galileo Sup•r•Zip
pr or&" (References I thru 5) have been separation joint and the various test
,ondicted on Suver*1,ip devices in the past, cfiqurations, discusses the test results as
but measured shock data is minimal and well as zubjectu related to the shock
inconsiatent. characteristics, and offers c0nclusions.
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Super*Zip is a full circumferential ring Experimental tests of Super*Zip band
which joins two shroud structures. Its eparation conducted in this study include
cross-section, as shown for Galileo in Figure separation of band segments in straight and
1, is a flattened tube filled with silicone curved panels and of complete full-ring bands
rubber extrusion with a single strand = for the spacecraft Developiment Teat Model
detonating cord molded in position. (In an (DM) and for the flight spaoecraft systems.
earlier design for Galileo, a dual cord A complete list of the tests performed along
system was used. gie change was necemmay in with their results is shown in Table II.
order to reduce the possibility of tube
rupture during explosion). Outside the tube. In the panel tests, a short band segment,
two frangible aluminum doublers with a V approximately one foot long, cut from the
notch in the middle are held together by flight lot was used to separate the test
steel huckbolts as illustrated in the figure. panels. For straight (or flat) panel tests,
T wo detonator blocks are used to actuate the as Shown in Figure 2, two short, aluminum
explosive charge. Table I lists typical plates were installed along the two edges of
Super*Zip dimensions and manufacturing the Super*Zip segment joint. However, during
tolerances for the Galileo application, the curved panel tests, the panels, as

illustrated in Figure 3, were two segments of
9e explosion of the charge cord causes a 55 inch dlas•ter shrouds which simulated the
bellows type expansion of the tube which adjoining spacecraft adapters. The right•,cracks the doubler notch by tensile failure. side panel of the Sq)per*Zip band, shown in
In this design, the intensity of the shock Figure 3, is an aluminun despun ring segmentgenerated is considerably less than other and the other side is a honey-combed graphite
structure cutting devices such as the epoxy adapter segment. The panel tests were
Flexible Linear Shaped Charge (In.C) due to designed primarily to evaluate the supertzip
the joint type damling effects of the Joint configurations being proposed for the
huckbolts holding the two doublers together. Galileo spacecraft. In the test firings, the

% Nvertbeless, the separation of the douibler shock responses generated in the limmediate
creates a shock pulse which could be severe vicinity of the detonating cord and at the
enough to caise dmage and/or failure to outer edges of the penels were measured.
structure or equipimnt located near by, and While it is recognized that the dynamic
is considered to be a dominate shock characteristics (and hence the chock spectral
generation device in the Galileo sapcecraft. resposme) of the test panels differ
Determi.nation of the Super*tip sock significantly from those of the complete
environment is required in order to design ringl/shell joint system, data obtalned from
and to verify the adequacy of the spacecraft those tests oould provide qualitative
system in flight operation. Exrprisntal indicetions of the relative chock levels

* tests with actual firings of &gierfp bands which can be anticipated in the full-ring
have been conducted to masure and to study mction.
the selaration shock characteristics.

.1 'able I. Galileo Mlrer'ip Dimensions and
nmn•acturing T•lerance

PQ"TY VAIUI TOURAha MI~

CMI ... I -ril-

cua II_ ij[ f .CM uLSIWU DU(RAIM COID 1110 TVa z n a .0
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rigure 1. Galileo Super*ip Cros0-section m__ _
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For the full-ring band IM tests, only inside the chamber during the separation
portions of tne mock-up spacecraft which bend's pyrotechnic actuation. 7he primary
involved the essential parts adjacent to the objective of this test was to verify that the

super*Zip separation band were utilized to 94Per*Zip joint would properly separate when

determine the shock enviromxaents. The exposed to flight qualification temperatures
Development Test Model (D1M) consisted of the and minimum cord grain size. Secondary

Galileo prototype Despun section with a mass objectives were to obtain measurements of the

msckup of the truss mounted eLectronics bay renerated shock near the joint and at
(Bay E) attached, and the Centaur upper representative equipment locations and to

adapter joined to the Despund section via the compare the measurements to the results from
Super*Zip joint. All test hardware were the panel segment tests.
assembled in a vertical stacked position.
The test article was suspended from the Finally, a full-scale flight spacecraft was
support bean attached to the removable door assembled and tested to verify the shock

of the test dchmber, as illustrated in Figure environments of the previous panels and M14

4. Three cushioning honeycomb pads were tests, as well rs to measure the shock

placed under the test article and th vacuum response levels at other spacecraft hardware

and temperature conditions (-38vC) in interface locations. During the test firing,
spaceflight were simulated and maintained the Galileo flight spacecraft, as shown in

Table IL, Galileo zp4*srip Testa airy

~L1nI corS = -Opnition No. of Testing Fir QW9 ~ nflW*±iZ

10 gr/ft -38°C 1 Iow Margin/
Straight Panel Normal Separation

13 gr/ft Rom Temlperature 1 High Margin/
Separation but

Doubler Sbeading

9 gr/ft* Roon Temperature 3 Normal Separati o

12 gr/ft* Hot and Cold 2 High Margin/
Tube aipture

7 gr/ft Woom Telperature I No Separation

8 gr/ft -380 C 4 Low Margin/
Normal Sep•ration

12 gr/ft -38 0 C 1 High Margin/
Normal Separation

9 gr/ft -38C Low Margin
ileo •Df4 1 Qualification/ 4
system Full 55" diameter and vacuum Normal Separation

band

elilo light 11 gr/ft ow Tevrerature I Flight Operation/

Spaoecraft Full band hormal Separation

* Dual cord was used in earlier test program.
Lo w or high margin rzfers to a low or high cord charge size in (eoparison
with flight configuration, to d]womtrate device sepa~ation capability. •
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Figure 5, was suspended by an overhead crane
through the lifting eyes on the bus and was
positioned one-tenth inch above the
cushioning pads on the support cart. An
ir-rted flight spare lower adapter was
&•tact*ed to the bottom of the spacecraft
lower adapter to simulate the Centaur
interface. Te suport trusses of all flight
equipment were removed from the spacecraft
adapter since they are released before the
Super*Zip firing separates the lowe- dkapter
in the flight mission pyrotechnic firing
sequence. A stabilizing fixture was attached
to the toP of the bus with two adjustable
cables to support the appendae equipment.
9he test was successfully completed with full
Super*Zip band separation and no evidence of
structural damage in the Spacecraft was
observed.

In all four of the above test configurations,
selective sets of tri-axial accelercuneters
(Eadevo Mode 2225A) were installed on the
test articles at various locations to measure
the structural sck responses. All
accelercmeters were stud-munted to metal
blocks and these blocks were bolt-mounted and
bondd to the test hardiare. The measurement
locations for the test series are shown in
the photographs in Figures 2 through 6.
Accelercmeter inputs were recorded and

Figure 2. auper*Zip Straight Renl Test analyzed, and are presented as shock response
Configuration spectra.

1 5
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Figure 3. S9pect Zip Curved anel OSt Oanfiguration
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Figure 4. Galileo UI!4 super*Zip Full Band
Teat Configuration

Figure 6a. Super*Zip Band and Adpter

Accelermzeter Locationsa

UA I

"211D rt9

Piqure S. Galileo spaccrdaft Supar'Zip TMot Figure 6b. Om~taur Adapter Acoeramter

~onfif 13i.raLiC( Locations
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I RESEITMS AND CCOMARIS

Tests were successfully accoplished and the
overall test objectives were met, although
some data were not satisfactorily recorded
due to instrumentation problems. In the
following comparisons, the shock response
spectrum is used to define the shock
envirornment for the various test V
configurations, conditions, and
instrumentation locations. 7he shock spectra I
are analyzed from the measured acceleration _____

responses with a dynamic amplification factor -
(0) of 20.

Figure 7 compares the maximum envelopes of
shock data obtained from the curved panel _______

tests for both SuperfZip normal separation
and test failure (i.e., non-separation or
tube rupture). Clearly, the shock levels
generated by Super*Zip detonation fron normal
separation are much greater than those . ......
obtained from tube rupture cases. It appears
that, because of tube rupture, significant
mechanical energy was absorbed by other FREQUENCY (NA)
sources.

Figure 8 illustrates the shock response Figure 8. Shock MeaLurements Near Super*Zip
levels reduced from the data measured near for 8 gr/ft at -38 0C
the Super*Zip band in four repeat panel
firings with the same charged grain size (8
grain per foot single element detonating higher than the other three test firings.
cord) and temperature (-380 C). The shock investigating ihe acceleration measurement
response spectrum of four firings does appear this channal, it twas found out that a
repeatable except at the low frequency 4alf-Pr*e" pulse at-ift (or low frequency
portion, where one test seems to be much content error) existed and the data is not

consiCered to be valid. overall the
firin-,-t& tiring variations of Super*Zip
shock env.rorments are much less than 3dB.

Figire 9 shos e overall axnparisons of
* W .k levels for different ord size firings.

- 1!e sh-ck spectrum levels as plotted were
- N' ~a ~ -reduoed from the data measured near the

3-- -IVa Mc i•a•l E - er*Zip ba&M (aroximately within 3
.ndws), thus should not be affected by the
v- -. ariations in teat oonfiguration. It was
also predicted tat the effect of cold
temperature (-38"-) would be eguivalent to a

- decrease in the charged grain size by one and
would hav.' no ef fect on the Super*Zip

- -- - -Lai " .L -W function as well as the structure shockUire ~ repn levels. axprisons of these data
- indicate that sock levels at freqtuncies

., above 6CO Hz are quite similar wwng all test
f .irings. Fwever, considerable scatter in

S-the low-fregquacy region•is evident. Furtheri analyaeo were performed and no definite

relationship be-een Ghock amplitude& and
charged gain size could be defined. In

- - - -fact, because of the instritwxtation ranging
-•. . .W. *_ * problem and prevailing r.4sl-tc-noise

,gsgc, (4) ratios, the data for the lioer frrqt*=ies is
likely to be infltenoed by the -stam noise
floor. im teat results dclDnstrated that

Figwue 7. Omparison of hock Levels During during the normal separation of the s9per'Zip
&ippcnip Noral Separation vs. joint, the effect on the Induced shock levelfe"•t Faiiure of iAcreasing the darged rain size is
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shock waves reflected back from the two open
edges which run perpendicular to the

6 gnU, c Super*Zip joint. However, the test results' I,_ also indicate that the additional structure"attached on the edge of the shell adapter for

1 ,.,f. w l Ps" the spacecraft test has relatively little
________ A- effect on the shock environment. Iis is

"=/ dua~strated in Figure 10a for the
-0 measurement at the forward ring frae

location. (Data at the upper adapter frane
,./U, ,. from the full-scale Spacecraft test was not

_ _available for comarison due to
instrumentation failure). This result was
oontrary to expectations. It was anticipated
that the shock envirornent at the shroud edge

""-510 c/,. ta,.ight ,.."I would be affected by weight differences. No
cold explanation can be concluded.

t/ Also, it was predicted that the shock levels
S,, would be higher in the direction

perpendicular to the test panel or in the
Q*20 radial direction of the shell structure. In

_ - . .... ._. . Figure lob, shock response levels in three
14 ' 'I' perpendicular directions, at a distance away

fram the Super*Zip joint, are shom. As can
FREQUE•CV (H4 be seen from the figure, all three responses

are quite pronounced. However, by reviewing
Figure 9. Shock Level Variations War the test data, same variation in the shock

Super*Zip Band with (Carged Grain response spectra for the different
Size measurement locations could be observed.

Further comperisons were performed to
insignificant and can be neglected. Prior to determine whether or not a trend existed
these tests, based on analytical predLctions which defined the shock propagation
for linear pyrotechnic devices, the higher direction. No specific relationship could be
charge was expected to increase shock levels defined. It was only found that the shock
by 1 B for every 2 grain/ft increase (shock levels in the longitudinal direction

level is proportional to the square root of (perpedicular to the Super*Zip joint) are
charge grain increase). since the the strongest in the high-frsquency range
firirs-to-firing variation of shock levels (above 3000 Rz) and the shock in the radialwith no difference in teat configuration is direction d~minates the middle-frequenoy

tyically in the 1 or 2 dB ranx, the above range (bebeen 1K Hz to 3K Hz). Thus, there
tests were not able to verify this is an indication that the tangential
prediction. accelerations are slightly smaller than

either the radial or longitudinal
Figures 10 and 11 include the data measured acoilerations.
at locations further away from the Super*Zip FigUre la shove the overall aomparison of
joint. In thn previous figures, the data was
based on the meastrements nar Uhe hock the maximum envelope of shock response levels
source, and as expected, no effects due to at several different tcasuzem nt locations in
the test boundary conditions on the dhock the shell structure during the SupereZip
er.iroment were noticed. As the shock detonation. Normally, one would expect that
pulse pogates through the structuxe, the the shock l.bl wwUl be attwuate- fram the
respors acceleration alitude is er -cted source as measured along the- shock
to attenuate uan the wave form is modified by propapgtion path. livver, the results show
reflections from the bouxa•ry. Near the ed4* that the levels are virtually constant over
of test article and at the interfaoe of the the entire Shell adapte-r (i.e., caurore the
mounting equipment, the effects of the Despun section and the Upper adapt•r), and
bundary omditions o3uld be quite only a alight reu~ction oberved at the
parood. Pigures Ica and lob oomre the oantaur Interface which iS o far distxve

maxixr. enelopes of Shock spectra data belov the Sjper*ip separation plane
obtained from both the panel and full (approximately 100 inches from the SuerrZip
circizterential ring tests. Clearly, the joint). ITis is probably due to the fact

shock levels measured at both enda of the that the SueZip pyro device is a line
test panel during the open-panel tests are souce instead of a point source. A point
onAiderablY higher than the full-rim tests. source propagating into a plae decays at the
xah figures highe a similar highenr shock rate proportional to the travel distoanc',
Bovel (above 9i a o r higher fe ci while a line source ropagating into a plane
level I 9t. fs or piobably t.he result of decays onsaiderably more slowly, or virtually
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no decay over short distances. The only
,me significant attenuation was noted between the

shock levels in the immediate vicinity of the
ipoer*Zip and the remainder of the shell

adapter. This reduction (approximately 6dB)
har, to do with the joints the shock must
travel through to reach the adapter.

Figure lMb shows the maximum envelopes of the
shock response measurements at the interfaces

"I of strut support locations (Probe and Bay E,
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5). The support
"struts are shock isolation structures. As

S't Cl"5 the shock wave propagates through the strut
"and readies the equipment package, the
acceleration amplitude is reduced by a

_______considerable amount. cmparison of this
6W figure with the response levels shown in

Figure lla shows the shock levels in the
strut are about 8 dB less than the responses
measured at the shell adapter. Figure llb"also shows a response measurement at the Bus
location. This shock response spectrum

,o WE illustrates a typical structural response in
the flight spacecraft during the Super*Zip

FREQaUEcY (us) band separation. The Bus is located soe
distance above the shock source. 7he shock
iesponses are affected by the local structureFigure l0a. Shock Environmnt at Forward Ring resonance as well as the structural interfaceFrame (Referencoe 6) joints. The shape of the shock spectrum is
highly dependent on the structural

transmission path and is flimarly dominated
by the local dynamics characteristics. For
example, the high shock response of the Bus
at the frequency around 800 Hz is Probably

iethe local resonamt frequncy of thestructure.

'"'"""A, . Ihe experimental test program designed to""- ,stud the Super'Zip shock characteristics

went as planned and the data obtained from
these tests hv pridd qnl itativeindications of the shock environments for

A different configurations. This stu(V
,,- 3reported herein indicates the following

;onclusions and reo~mzndbtions.

W" __t - Firing-to-firing variations of the shock
ressonae levels during the Super'ZipW . band separation are quite =mall and axe

AA-., typically leas than 3 dB from all test
firings.

0 o. A high"r grain cord was selected for the
ki l Galileo POcMcraft for assuranae of fullto = t" .eP:ration dharge. The increase from 9to 11 grain per foot ws extected to"r "OtM T OW 11icrede sWock levels by about 1 dg.

"INS isncrease ip notottserped in the"tent resuAts. In om-,prinon with theFigure iGb. Shock &v~iiorent at rmer fIr nVto-•fring variations, the effecta
Ada~pter Frame (Reftrenc 6) or, shock levels of increasilng oord

sizes can be negligible.

( angiNg test togprature c•nditiona
wee expce to produom chngps in the
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IJ
shock environment, but test results show
that the effects on sock respcsen due
to tesperature are insignificant. ("Me
diange of tecerature on the Galileo
spacecraft operation is bebfeen -3rC• to 1520P.)

'Effects of boundary conditions on sock
I_ #response at a distance away frmn the

Neer " p- ' -source (i.e., Su:ernZip joint) are quite
significant for the open-paned
configuration. No Significant•N, difference was observed in shock

U4*f) aT.Sstack-up, and full Spacecraft tests.,o~o, (,• ,• ::•• masurements between the partial

- Distance attenuation of the shock pulse,
generated by Sper*Zip detonation and
propaating into the shell-type

S• * / structure, is extremely Small and can
be disregarded in short shell adapters.

o' o ,Shock responses in all three directions
that were measured are quite pro•ounced.

OM1here is an indication that the
tangential acceleration, at a distance
way from the shock source, is sligtly

Figure Ila. overall Cuaqrison of %*,*ZiP smaller than the other to directions.
Shock Response Levels Figure 12 is a sumary of the shock

environment that was used for Galileo
-pcecraft equipment design. Basically,
three loations were sampledt 1) The
imnediate vicinity of the SuperfZlp joint, 2)
any place else on the shell adapter, and 3)

e. equipment attached to the shell adapter
thtough standard types of struts. Tese
enmelopes of the measured shock spectrum
curves as prosented along with the other

"" ynmic dcaracteristics described herein can
"be used as guidelines applicable to flighjt

to equipment design requirtenta in relation to
the Saper*ip separation shock problem and is
typically *un JVL ap°oache5 the problem"

S I . Ite work presente in Uh" pmper wa carried
-out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

" o~ntract with the National , ronautica a,,

".-_"____ _ AdaieiUist'ation. '

--. 4.

Figare lib. Shock W'rrni ments a t A r io'is

Lc tios
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Discuss-,On

Voice: I noticed the higher charge gives less
acceleration below one kilohertz. Thirteen
grams per foot gives less acceleration than
eight grams per foot. Is there a rough
explanation why? There is more energy in 13
grams per foot than eight grams per foot.

Mr. Chang: I know what you are talking about.
I guess that is typical. There is probablt-
noise in the low frequency range, so we are not
sure of the level.

i
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ATLAS-CENTAUR STAGE-SEPARATION
SHAPED CHARGE FIRING AND STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

Steven Hancock, David Davison, Jim Gordon, Pius Chao

Physics International Company
San Leandro, CA 94577

and

Norm Viste and Jack Weber

General Dynamics Convair Division

San Diego, CA 91138

Numerical simulations have been made of a flexible linear shaped
charge missile stage separation systent. 3oth the shaped charge
firing and the missile structural response are modeled in detail.
The numerical approach is verified by good agreement with labora-
tory ballistic pendulum tests and full scale stage separation
tests. Parameter studies with the model have helped to identify

,a particular sensitivity of peak stress to a gap dimension.

INTRODUCTION the aft end of the vehicle.)

In June 1984 an Atlas-Centaur The dashed lines in Figure 1
launch vehicle, flight AC62, experienced indicate an alterniate design, in which .
an in-flight failure due to a leak in the aft part of the ISA ring has been
the liquid oxygen propellant tank immed- undercut. This modification was made
iately after the firing of the stage- partly as a result of the present study
separation shaped charge. This paper and was used in the subsequent flight,
describes some numerical simulations AC63. The reason for the modification
of the stage separation event which is that it reduces the speed with which
were made in support of a failure in%-as- the aft part of the cut ISA ring impacts
tigation, and compares the results of the blast shield, which in turn reduces
the calculations with full scale tests the dynamic stresses in the tank.
conducted at the General Dynamics Syca-
more test site. The simulations charac- Numerical Method

H% terize the dynamic stresses in tho vehicle
after the shaped charge firinq and show The calculations were made with
the dependonce of those stresses upon the PISCES 2DELK computer program,
the parameters which may have a range- a two-dimensional general purpo"e finite
of values or which were different in difference program for problems invoiv-
flight AC42 than in other flights. inq transient stress waves (Reference

11. PISCES has been used extensively
Figure 1 shows a sir)lified cross- to predict the performance of shaped

sectional vic-w of the Atlas-Centaur chargeq (P:!eronce 2) and other ordnance
staqe-se~a'ation system. A !lexible devices (Reference 3), and in the nuclear
linear .haed char7e encircles an alum)- industry it has been "s-d to predict
nurn feovward adapter ring (also called fluzd-structure Interactions (Roeference
the inter.tage adapter ring, or .SA 4). It is therefore well suited to
ring) and is a rd radially inward simulating the transient stresses in
toward a blast shield, which protects the Centaur tank due to shaped charge
the under-lytq liqu d oxygen tank. firing.
When detonated, the shapj-d charge cuts
the adapter ring. Te pr{ebab)le failure In PISCES calculations, an analyst
point was detormined to %e n-ar station may choase to represent material with
415. (The station n.ý..uer -s an axial a thin shell., a continuu- Lagrangian,
ecordinate, ne-asured in inches, in a or Eulerian for.ulation. The LagrangianN
"frame oriented (rv• the forward to forzulation uses quadrilateral eontinuum ,

i r,
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elements to follow the motion of mater- the higher frequency peaks.
ial undergoing moderate deformations,
and can follow severe deformations Figure 3 is a global view of the
with the aid of rezoning techniques, computational meshes representing
The Eulerian formulation uses a mesh the region in the ,icinity of the
which is fixed in ipace, and is appro- shaped charge. Th- boundaries of
priate for fluid flows. Eulerian and the mesh were far enough from the
Lagrangian meshes can be rezoned, and region of interest that no artificial
Lagrange meshes can be mapped into boundary reflections could return
Euler meshes when required. Bot,. of in the duration of the early-time
these rezoning features were used ii, calculation.
the course of the stage-separation
calculation to improve accuracy and To simplify the early-time analysis,
reduce cost. the initial static stress in the tank

was taken to be zero. (The appropriate

The very large variation in time initial static stress state was included
scales for the stage-separation problem in the late-time model, however.)
required the use of two separate, coupled The consequence of tiis simplification
numerical models. An "early-time" is considered to be negligible.
model covered the details of the shaped
charge detonation and initial tank The calculations all began with
loading out to a time of about 100 Lagrange meshes in the vicinity of
microseconds (ws). A "late-time" model the shaped charge. After 1 tis the
was used to continue the solution out liner and explosive were transformed
to 10 milliseconds. The late-time from Lagrange to Euler zoning. This
model included the entire liquid oxygen was done to accurately follow the
tank so that long time fluid-structure deformation of the jet and the gas-
interaction effects would be included dynamic flow of the detonation products
in the simulation. during the penetration of the ISA

ring.
EARLY-TIME CALCULATIONS The initial Euler mesh, containing

The perspective drawing in Figure both the explosive and the liner, .
2 of the region in the vicinity of was maintained until 8 us after detona,-
the linear shaped charge shows staggered tion. At that time the zone dimensions
spot welds, rivets, bolted components, were increased by a factor of two,
and stiffeners that are non-axisymmetric. and the mesh boundaries were extended
In addition, there are numerous other to cover the enti.e cavity between
asymmetries not shown in the figure, the shaped charge confinement and
including circumferential gaps in the the ISA ring. The change decreased
ISA ring as well as variatioas of the the computational cost significantly
tank thickness in the circumferential without affecting the computed trend
direction due to doubler plates at in the pressure history of the explosive.
seams between gore sections. Despite The Euler cell dimensions were doubled
these asymmetries. axial symmetry w again -'t 20 ;.s. For calculations
assumed for both the early- and late- that ran longer than 40 ý;s, the Euler
time calculations. Although we could mesh was dropped along with the con-
not hope to reproduce the local stresses finement, since virtually all of the
n-oar asymnetry points with this approxi- impulse had beon d&livvred to the
nmation, we expected the axisymmetrie structure by that time.
model to give a good indication of
the- dynamic tank stresses away f.rot Table- I 1 sts the sequence of

* asymmV._etry pntbcasth ag- ltlading tvonts in a c~alculation which
separation is essentially an axisym- is roprusentativv of AC62 conditions.
metric event. The comparison with This calculation, which is reofrrod
the Sycawore test data in the next to as the '!'A Impact" calculation,
section confirms this expectation. had an ISA ruig/hbla.at shield gap ofII o0.127 ma, to.ooS inch*,es).

Tne welded, bolted, and riveted
cvonponents were idealised as beinq About 0.5 ý-s after detonation,

Sriqiý.ly joined together in the ,tdet. a shock was t'ansmitted th:7ough the
Since this idealization neglects the fiLbxrglass b15dy and into the ISA ring.
danpin• and dispersion of waves which The shaped charge let and the edges
is expected to occur as small gaps of the liner impacted the !SA ring
opon and close, the consequence of at about I ý.s. The jet penetrated
this assumption cill be that the computed and s-eparated the iSA ring in the

* peak. stresses may be somewhat over- interval 1;,s to 2 -.s. The slug wedged
Stimalied by the =K~de-o particular'ly
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in the slot created by the let, The liquid oxygen contained in
blocked the venting of the explosive the tank propagated pressure waves which
through the slot, and pushed against interacted with the stresses that move
the wails of the slot for a few micro- along the skin. The explosive pressure
seconds. As the slot opened, exnlosive continued to load the IPA ring and to
gases, followed by the slug, emerged launch the confinement mass during the
from the rear of the ISA ring to impact last part of thn calculation.
on the blast shield. Meanwhile the
very intense initial impact stresses
had propagated indirectly through
the aft tank ring (identified in Figure
2) to accompany the direct stresses.

Table 1. Load paths in the ISA impact shaped charge calculation.
Infiuences on peak stresses were deduced from the late-
time calculations. The amounts of momentum transferred
along selected paths are indicated.

Loading Event Interval Influence

Transmission of detonation shock 0.0 to 0.5 us Small
% through confinement to ISA ring

Impact of edges of liner onto ISA ring 1.1 I's Small

Jet impact and penetration through 1.1 to 2.0 us Accelerates
ISA ring (80 kg-m/s radial, 20 kg-m/s ISA ring
axial)

Motion of the aft tdnk ring 2 to 20 Vs Secondary

of explosive (20 kg-m/s radial, ring, increases
30 kg-m/s axial) tank tansion

- Impact of residual jet and explosive 4 to 12 Ps Small
gases onto blast shield

Impect of aft part of ISA ring onto 8 Ps Causes high'

blast shield (40 kg-m/s radial) peak stress

Impact of forwar, part of ISA ring 18.5 v's Secondary

onto blast shield (20 kg-m/s radial)

Compression of LOX 8 to 30 Ps Secondary

Late expansion of explosive (20 kg-m/s 8 to 40 its Increases tank
radial, 80 kg-m/s axial) tension

Contact between tank skin and LOX 8 to 40 ps Secondary
(120 kg-mis radial, 30 kg-m/s axial)

- Results of Parameter Studies with the separation on the peak stresses will
Early-Time Model be illus'rated by comparing the "ISA

impact* ca~culation, mentioned above,
Parameter studies were made with with a calculation of the undercut

the early-time model to study the sensi- ring configuration, which had an iSA
tivity of the results to such variables ring/blast shield gap of 1.52 mm (0.060
as the ISA ring/blast shield separation inches).
distance, the type of blast shield
support, the distance between the blast Figure 4 is a mesh plot of the
shield and the tank, and the tank con- region in the vicinity of the shaped
tents. The key conclusion regarding charge with symbols marking some points
the effect of the ISA ring/blast shield of interest. The radial volocitics
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of the points labeled with squares The left (front) side of the ISA ring
are compared in Figure 5 for the ISA was bent by the action of the shaped
Impact and Undercut Ring calculations, charge and its profile is in good agree-
The velocity of the aft part of the ment with the computed shape at 20 us
ISA ring was at its peak at the moment (Figure 7).
of impact for the ISA Impact calculation.
The impact velocity was much lower In tY2 pendulum test, illustrated
for the Undercut Ring calculation (bottom in Figure 8, a short length of the
plot), linear shaped charge was fired into

a suspended metal block. The momentum
In theISA Impact calculation, the delivered to the block was derived

aft part of the ISA ring impacts the from a measurement of the height that
blast shield at about 8 ps. It has the pendulum swirgs.
a relatively high velocity at the moment
of impact which is transmitted to the The observed momentum was 241
blast shield and the tank skin. This kg-m/sec when scaled to a linear shaped
contrasts with the undercut ring config- charge length of 962 cm, the circumfer-
uration, where the aft part of the ence of the shaped charge when employed
ISA ring impacts the blast shield much against the ISA ring. The calculated
later, at 83 ps, and the velocity at momentum for the ballistic pendulum
impact is much lower, simulation was 247 kg-m/sec, and the

N good agreement validated the shaped
The peak velocity of the tank skin charge model used in the calculations.

%dp beneath the blast shield is plotted
in Figure 6 for the two calculations. LATE-TIME MODEL

VThe peak velocity is much lower for
the undercut ring, and the continuation Fisiure 9 shows the model used
of these calculations with the late- in the late-time calculations. The
time model showed that the peak tank liquid oxy-'n, helium, and insulation
stresses are also lower for the undercut were computed with a Lagrange mesh,
ring. and the tank parts were computed with

thin shell grids. Slip was allowed
Parameter studies of tank contents between the liquid oxygen and the tank.

were made because the Sycamore tests The helium was assumed to be entirely
"used liquid nitrogen instead of liquid at the top of the tank. Fluid-structure
oxygen in the tank. The presence of interaction was neglected in the hydro-
"liquid nitrogen in place of iiquid gendue to its relatively large distance
oxygen increased the peak velocity from the failure location.
from 20.7 to 23.8 m/s (68 to 78 fps)
due to the lower impedance of liquid The numerical model necessarily
nitrogen, so the Sycamore tests should neglects we'.d details. In regions
have overestimated the peak stresses of the structure whire shells are over-
and strains. A calculation was also lapped, slidiing and gap opening were
made with an empty tank to simulate not allowed, and the bending stresses
a large bubble of helium gas situated were computed ty each shell independent-
directly under the tank skin. and it ly, rather than based upon thc full

.0 produced the highest peak tank speeds. thickness of thc layers. It would
(The actual occurrence of such a bubble have been more con3Qrvative to use
was considered to be unlikely, however.) the full thickness for oending in regions

where welds are closely spaced axially,
Verification of Shaped Charge but the results at nt-tion 415 (the
Performance Calculations likely failure= location) are! probably

T cp deo n ftaffected very lit. 'c by the choice
•. The computed performance of the of shell beneinc thickness, sinco sta-

shaped charge was verified with tests tion 415 is in a single thickness re-uion.
against an ISA ring ,lockup and with
ballistic pendulum experiments. The Prior to shaped char'e f iring.
testa were made with a given lot of the Centaur tank is tressed by the
shaped charges that was considered internal pressures in the liquid oxygen
typical of the ones used in flight and hydro(gn t.inks and by the thermal
AC62. stresses -ndu:ýod by the low tmperaturas.

This iiit .al stress stale was found
The mockup included sections of in the latc-Lir.e atodel with the method

the ISA ring and the tuo layers of of dynamic relaxation. The late-time
the two-pioce blast shield attachment mrodel was started by driving each of
(see Figure 1). The tlast shield attach- the nodes near the shaped charge with
mcnt was pitted by residual jet and the velccities computed with the early-

-P its surface was spattered with material. time mridel. The nodep were then allowod

•'p
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to move without constraint after the which is located at station 415 in
time of completion of the early-time the single thickness tank skin region
calculation between gore doublers (see Figures

1 and 2). Strain gage measurements
Comparisons with Sycamore Tests were made on both the inside and outside

tank iurfaces. The agreement of the
Two full-scale Sycamore tests were inner and outer gages is remarkably

compared with numerical results. A good, with the main feature of a bending
test which took place on 1 March 1985 wave arriving at a time of 300 us clear-
had a 0.28 MPa (41 psi) tank pressure ly seen in both calculations and test.
and used an ISA ring which was undercut The peak computed stress at the outside
from between 0.76 to 1.52 mm (.030 surface was 0.897 GPa (130 ksi) as
to .060 inches), and it will be refer- compared to the measured peak of 0.827
red to here as the "AC63 conditions" GPa (120 ksi), and the minimum computed
test. A test which took place on 13 stress on the inside surface was 0.31
March 1985 had a 0.35 MPa (51 psi) GPa (45 ksi) as compared to a measured
tank pressure and used the original 0.124 GPa (18 ksi).
ISA ring, which had a nominal gap size
of 0.127 mm (0.005 inches) between Figure 12 compares the computed
the aft edge of the ISA ring and the and measured meridional stress for
blast shield. This test will be referred the AC62 conditions test at gage 3
to here as the "AC62 conditions" test. (station 415). As in the AC63 condi-
The major differences between the Syca- tions test, the agreement of the inner
more te3t conditions and flight condi- and outer gages is remarkably good,
tions are that the Sycamore tests used with the main feature of a bending
liquid nitrogen rather than liquid wave arriving at a time of 300 us clear-
oxygen and were at l-g rather than ly seen in both calculation and test.
zero-g. Measurements from the two The computed 0.97 GPa (141 ksi) peak
Sycamore tests were compared to avail- stress at the outer surface compares
able calculations which most closely well with the 0.99 GPa (144 ksi) level
matched their conditions. The first seen in the test, and the computed
of these two calculations is a true minimiu stress of 0.17GPa(25 ksil on
representation of the Sycamore test the inside surface is in good agree-
conditions, with a tank of liquid nitro- ment with the 0.23 GPa (34 ksi) measured
gen, gravity, and a model of the support value.
structure. The second is representative
of flight conditions rather than test To summarize, the agreement between
conditions, since it was made with the calculations and the Sy-camore tests

1 a tank of liquid oxygen and zero gravity, is quite good, especially considering
However, these differences are thought the axisymmetric assumption and the
to be of secondary importance as far shell junction simplifications that
as the initial response at station were used as well as the uncertainty
415 is concerned, so a meaningful com- in the ISA ring/blast shield gap dimen-
parison could be made. sion.

"The Sycamore tests were instrumented Peak Stresses
with both high frequency (2000J Hertz)
and low frequency (4000 Hertz) strain All calculations showed a peak
gages. The numerical calculations stress occurring at station 415, or
wore carried out with a time step of very close to it. Figure 13 shows
0.9 tis and therefore contain frequencies the peak hoop and meridional stresses
considerably above 20000 Herez. Since in the calculation of AC62 conditions.
the computed stresses near station These peak stresses are the maximum
415 did contain a significant high surface stresses seen at each location
frequency component, they were filtered during the 10 millisecond duration
in order to make a meaningful comparison of the calculation. There are several
with the test results. Figure 10 shows peaks in the meridional stress. The
the effect of filtering on the response highest peak occurs at station 415.
at station 415 for AC63 conditions Another peak occurs near station 410
test. The peak stress is reduced from in the structural cylinder which carries
a peak of 1.16 GPa (168 ksi) in the the load between the two tanks. Near
calculation to 0.897 GPa (130 ksi) the aft end of the tank, there is another
with the 20000 Hertz filter and to peak which is the result of a simplo
0.724 GPa (105 ksi) with the 4000 Hertz reflection of the initial membrane
filter. stress wave at the massive motor ring

locaf.d there. The width of this peak
Figure 11 compares the computed is approximately equal to one half

and measured meridional stress for of the width of the initial stress
the AC63 conditions test at gage 3. pulse, and its height above the static
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curve is about twice the amplitude part of the ISA ring and the blast
of the initial wave. The hoop stress shield. Calculations made for a modi-
peak near station 415 is quite low fied ISA ring verified that it produces
compared to the meridional stress in lower peak stresses than the unmodified
this and all other calculations that ring.
have been made. This was also observed
in the tests. All calculations showed that a

moderately high stress, in the range
Results of Parameter Studies with 0.86-1.24 GPa (125-180 ksi), occurs
the Late-Time Model in the skin of the liquid oxygen tank

within 300 "s after firing. This stress
Calculations made by driving the is not considered to be high enough

late-time model with different loading to have caused the tank leak experienced
conditions showed that the peak stress by flight AC62, however, since the
at station 415 increased approximately tank material has a yield point of
linearly with the peak inward radial about 210 ksi and an ultimate strength
velocity imparted to the tank due to of about 300 ksi.
shaped charge firing. Since the early-
time model shnwed that the radial vel- The most probable cause of the
ocity imparted to the tank depends tank leak is thought to be an augmenta-
critically upon the size of the gap tion of the detonation by external
between the ISA ring and the blast solid oxygen, a discussion of which
shield, the size of this gap is a criti- falls outside the scope of this paper.
cal factor in determining the peak These calculations are relevant to
tank stress, and this is one of the the detonation augmentation hypothesis,
major results of this study. however, since they have shown that

a dynamic stress peak occurs at station
Since flight AC62 used a higher 415. An augmentation of the detonation

tank pressure than previous flights, would be expected to raise this stress
parameter studies with different initial peak without changing its location,
tank pressures were made. They showed so the leak experienced at station
that peak stresses generally differed 415 is consistent with our results.
by less than the difference in static
stress levels, so the tank pressure REFERENCES
is not a critical factor in determining
peak stress. 1. S. L. Hancock, PISCES 2DELK Theoreti-

cal Manual, Physics International
SUMMARY Company, San Leandro, California,

SW c n t t dmAugust 1985.
We constructed an analytical model

of the Centaur tank and flexible linear 2. D. K. Davison and B. K. Arvidsson,
shaped charge, ýnd used the model to "Optimization of a 90 mm Shaped
simulate the dynamic stresses in the Charge Warhead," Proceedings of
tank during stage-separation. The the Second Symposium on the Inter-
model contains several simplifying action of Non-Nuclear Munitions
assumptions, the main one being two- with Structures, USAF, Panama City
dimensional axial symmetry, and another Beach, Florida, April 1985, p. 186.

o . being the neglect of sliding and gap
opening between structural components. 3. J. T. Gordon and D. K. Davison,

"Calculation of the Shock Wave
The early-time model was checked from a Pentolite Tapered Charge,"

by applying it to a ballistic nt~ndulum Shock and Vibration Bulletin 53,
test, and very good agreement was NRL, Part 1, May 1983, p. 117.
achieved. In addition, the early-
time model produced ISA ring deforma- 4. M. S. Cowler and S. L. Hancock,
tions similar to those seen in experi- "Dynamic Fluid-Structure Analysis
ments. of Shells Using the PISCES 2DELK

Computer Code,' Paper B 1;6, 5th
The late-time model, which was Structural Mechanics in Reactor

driven by the early-time model, was Technology conference, Berlin,
in good agreement with the Sycamore Oct. 1979.
tests, giving credioility to parameter
studies made with it.

The paraneter studies with the
mndel suggested that the peak tank
stresses are most sensitive to the
size of the gap between the aft
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STATION STATION

I&A IMPACr CALCULATION
AT t 2 ps

Figure 3 Global view cAf the computational meshes in the calculations.
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Figure 5 Radial velocities of the point on the aft patt of the ISA Ring at the

locations indicat,'d by the squares in Figure 4. After 12 ps, only the discrete
values indicated by the dots were obtained from the ISA Impact calculations.
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FORWARD PART OF ISA RING

CALCULATED SHAPE AFTER IMPACTSON BLAI• SIHIEL

.• • ... I& RING

-- 8~~HAPE FROM GENEA -

DYNAMICS MOCKUP TESTLA SHIELD

WITH LARGE GAP

Figure 7 Comparison of the shape of the forward part of the ISA Ring at 20 ps in9d the ISA Impact calculation to that obtained in a mockup experiment in which the
shaped charge was fired through a section of the is& Ring.
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Figure 9 Model of Centaur tanks used in late-time model.
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SYCAMORE TEST CALCULATION
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK WORKSHOP

Pyroshock Workshop

Session I

Chairman's Remarks

Daniel L. Van Ert

The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo, California

This session will be involved with the when shock levels in the thousands of g's are
interpretation of pyroshock data, and the imposed, because they think of it in terms of
formulation of design racnd test requirementa. steady state acceleration. We think of it as
Other topics related to pyrotechnic shock humans and not as mechanical devices. I have
will be addressed in two additional sessions seen failures occur in components when they
this afternoon, are shock tested at levels that look to be

rather insignificant to the eye,
I conducted a survey on pyrotechnic

shock prediction techniques some time ago, Shock spectrum is a conventional way of
and I discovered that, by and large, we specifying test requirements. The presenta-
predict pyrotechnic shock environments by a tion by Richard Chalmers will perhaps raise
"two step process. First, we define a source some question about whether acceleration is
level based on previous observations for the the appropriate shock descripter. Rounding
type of pyrotechnic device that is invol-ved. out this session, Henry Luhrs will present
Ken Kalbfleisch will present an excellent guidance for designing components to with-
review of shock sources. Next, we attenuate stand pyrotechnic shock. 1The real value in
these source shock levels in accordance with this sessien is the interchange we can de--
empirically determined loss factors for the velop among ourselves, because we have an
path of transmission fror, the source to the aggregate of thousands of years of experience I
receiver. In most cases we conduct separa- sitting in this room. So I encourage free
tion tests which are meant to validate those discussion.
predictions. In my experience, however,
the dAta are seldom studied to gain further
insight. Perhaps we don't have the luxury

* or the motivation to do a more thorough 4
evaluation of the test results. We will hear
a paper today by Mtuck Motening which examines i
data from a series of system shock tests to
determine more than gtneral confornanee with
predicted levels. We are dealing with a
phenomenon th tshowts sign if icant event- to-
event vartation, and that t.akes the prediction
task more dificult. Assessing tht accuracy
of predictions is complic.ted by the- varia-
1 ility inherent in the shock phenon.
Often •imulotion techniques lnfluence the
way %to dcvelop the triteria. V•ichn I workcd

for the Partin Company, ve began tc rr<ogniva
t04t pyrotechnic ghock w:a 4n rnvtroenmct to
be considered. becauae xo~v vqry *InfIicsnt
consequencco uere In evidvuce. Aft.r c.tnult-
ing with tor tvnt laboritory, I deeloped

a 160-r, terainal-pzak uawtooth puloe thait I
believed tz be a %ultablv pyrrohoek gi=loa-
tion. It turned cut tho 16 0 -P pulse vao far
from appropriate. ".,ot had heen deis".d in
te-ro of what I believ"d to bp o-ur teat
-pabilitv. It is difficult to 4ppreciate
tht sig~nificance of the lovels in~volved. As
Hr. of~nin:: nentlo-.ed- earlier. snp-,c people
asigert, "pyrotechnic shock is :tot vv" w?'rthv
of our confsieration." Yet. other* overreact
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PYROSHOCK WORKSHOP SESSION IT CHAIRMAN's REMARKS

Glenn Wasz
TRW

San Bernardino, CA

The topics of discussion in this session are instrumentaion, data
requirements and databanks. One of the main subjects to be discussed
in this session is zero-shift, which will be addressed by three of the
speakers.

This session will begin with a presentation on the use of existing
database systems to store and to access pyrotechnic shock data. This
will be followed by a presentation oft determining the special require-
ments of accelerometers used to make pyrotechnic shock measurenents,
and to measure other very high amplitude, very short rise time transient
shocks. Frequency response, survivability, cabling effects, and
mechanical design characteristics of accelerometers will also be includedIi! in thi; presentation. Several presentations will be made on the temporary

change in the zero level (zero-shift) of the instrumentation system. These

presentations alwo will include methods for preventing the zero-shift.
This will be followed by a presentation on the effects and the desirability
of high-pass/low pass filtering both internal and external to the accelero-
meter. These presentations will be followed by a general discussion at the
end of the session.
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A VIBROACOUSTIC DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

AND ITS APPLICATION FOR A PYROSHOCK DATABASE

W. Henricks and Y. Albert Lee
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.

Sunnyvale, California

The development of a pyroshock database management system is proposed.
A candidate data structure for this system is developed from that of a simi-
lar system previously configured for vibroacoustic data.

INTRODUCTION TABLE I
Advantages

Proposed herein is the development of a pyro-
technic shock database management system utilizing PROVIDE PAYLOAD CONTRACTORS
software that was developed for handling a WITH A MUCH BROADER DATABASE
vibroacoustic database system. First discussed will be THAN PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE
the advantages of having a pyrotechnic shock data-
base management system, particularly one that is TIMELY DISTRIBUTION OF NEW
complemented with prediction routines for supporting DATA THROUGHOUT THE AEROSPACE
the development of test requirements. A vibroacoustic COMMUNITY
database management system named VAPEPS will
then be described along with a discussion of how the PROVIDE FOR A WIDE DISTRIBUTION
data structure of this system, can be modified to allow OF BEST AVAILABLE PREDICTION
for the storage of pyrotechnic shock data. Finally, a PROCEDURES
brief discussion will be presented concerning an
approach for developing analytical and empirical
pyroshock predictions.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

Setting pyrotechnic shock test requirements is an
uncertain task. It is usually done empirically with
each aerospace contractor using the data sets they A vibroacoustic database was developed to serve
have generated, or the data sets with which they are as a repository for vibroacoustic data obtained from
most familiar. Structural parameters are accounted for flight measurements and ground tests of Space Shuttle
as their previous experience indicates appropriate. As and expendable booster payloads. It also has environ-
indicated ii Table 1, the existence of a universally mental prediction software which uses the data in the
available database, formed from data sets contributed database (Table 2). The name "VAPEPS" is an acro-
by the aerospace community, would provide contrac- nym from the character string shown in Table 2. Its
tors with a broader data source to use for setting test software is compatible with the computers shown in
requirements. It is also a way of distributing new data Table 3, and it has been well documented as a NASA
throughout the community in a timely manner. The contractor report. That report contains users man-
shared usage of prediction schemes that have been uals, a programmer's manual, sample problem man-
incorporated into the database software, and updating uals, and a technical manual. This activity was spon-
these prediction schemes when the community, as a sored by both NASA and the Air Force. The software
whole, thinks appropriate also provides the contrac- is nonproprietary, and it is available from the NASA
tors with the best available prediction procedures. Goddard Space Flight Center.
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TABLE 2 TABLE 3
General Background Software compatibility

* DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO VAPEPS SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE
SERVE AS A REPOSITORY FOR WITH:
VIBROACOUSTIC DATA- --- ff - -S P E R R Y ( U N I V A C )

_ VAPEPS (VibroAcoustic Payload Environment - DEC VAX
Prediction System) -- CDC

* VAPEPS SOFTWARE INCLUDES SOFT- - CRAY IS
WARE THAT CAN BE USED TO PREDICT -- MASSCOMP (UNIX)
THE ENVIRONMENT OF NEW PAYLOADS

* DOCUMENTATLON

- NASA-CR-166823
Briefly, "VAPEPS" has been configured to either

serve the needs of a local site, or data may be * SPONSORSHIP
exchange between local sites as shown in the upper•" -- NASA/GODDAP, D SPACE FLIGHT
left an right corners of Fig. 1. The data may also be CENTER

, exchanged between one local site and another local
site with one of the local sites acting as a global data- - UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SPACE
base administrator - this is shown at the bottom of DIVISION--- ')Fig. !. The latter arrangement is the be,,t way to han-

' die a pyrotechnic shock database, i.e., having a global
database administrator distribute data to other user
"sites.

GROUND TEST B
GROUND TEST A

FLIGHT

VEHICLE A

FLIGHT VEHICLE B

DATA PROCESSING VAPEPS VAPEPS DATA PROCESSING
LOCAL SITE A LOCAL SITE B

DEC 
'I VAXI

'--I
( ~VAPEPS .

GROUND TEST C

DATA PROCESSING

LOCAL SITE C FLIGHT VEHICLE C
AND OR GLOBAL SITE

Hy'i. I ocal and coIi uuii t l ia.-d u:avl'
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OPERATIONAL MODES

* FLIGHT AND GROUND TEST DATA

* STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISITCS

I PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION

DATA &PREDICTION I ENTER - SEPCTRAL DATA ENTRY
PROCESSING IOPERATION' PREP -. EVENT DEFINITION

OPFRTIONADMIN - ADMINISTRAT ION
SERCH - DATABASE QUERY

*DATA ENIOMNS F
EVALUATION ENVWIAYOADENSO

*ENVIRONMENT NWPYOD

DEFINITION

Fig. 2 VAPEPS software architecture

The "VAPEPS" systemn has two basic operational "ADMIN" processor, (Fig. 2) is for the database
modes, a database management mode and a data pro- administrator, no cnie other than the administrator
cessing and prediction mode. The prediction mode canl enter data into tne system. The administrator's
allows the user to make theoretical or empirical pre- function is to examine the data to ensure the data
dictions using the database. The data processing mnode have been properlydcassified, and most important, to
accommodates arithmetical, satastic:al. logical aad ensure the validity of thle data. Finally, thle processor
various other operations such as m-atrix manipulations "SURCht" aillows retrieval of data with attributes oll
of data sets and power spectral density analyses of intrest as selected by thle database user.
amplitude-time series. The database operating mode
has four phases, spectral data entry, event definition, Fig. 3 shows one of thle subprocessorsý that make

* administration, and 'litubase search and query ilp "PRPP. It is the subprocessor named "BOO0K."
(Fig. 2). Each phase is controlled bly z. processor as By calling: it thme user is prompted to namec the agency
named onl thle right hand side of Figure 2. that processed thle data, his contractor and thle cogni-

tint governmentt at:encv. thle datc~kinic of the test or
The 'ENTER' proct%%or brinvi in powver specc- flight, the type of esenit (liftoff, transonic, staging.

trisl density or %pemrim level datat into the database in stalar array deployment, ground test, etc.). thec loca-
any user-definkcd format. 'Thle user only ;ias ito ident tify tion of tile eenit., and thle vehicle fronm which the dlata
1hc analysis filter. units. etc., used it)o l'fccý thec data'. was% oy'btincd. The location, if a flight, refers to thle

A similar procesor for pyroshock data \\ould hase to launch pad, either the kastern Test Range or the
zicotnrnodate %hock spectron and aptdeisrsig- Wes~tern lesti Range. If Ohe esenit \%as a ground test.
nais. 1-he "PRU", processor consists of many sub- thent tilc location refers. o thle s-ite of the ground test.

¾prcessof-s %Nhich are used to characterie at data set. The \ehicl refers to vkshether thle payload xvas flo\%tn
It provismes for constructing configuration taccs to on thle Space Shuttle or on aIn eXpenctdable~ booster. If
describe a payload and also provides, for boilditig (tic vehicle was the Space Shuttle then thle Shuttk; 's.
modules of structural parameter and thle assomcitd named as thle class of the , chic and thle specific:
measured responise data. It ms these modules that form Shuttle flo%%n is the týjlc of %echicle. The 'chicle :oti.
tlhe basi! of empiricall predict ion schemes%. Atdduicmal hfiuration nlamtes [the payload. e.g.. Space Telemscop0.
details concerning "PREP" arc discussed bclow. The Space Lab, and thle like.
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>10KEVENT (sa

AGENCY PROGRAM PROJECT ID*

> PROC [------ - - - - - -I - - --- - - - - - -I a-

>CONT-------- -------- --------

*> COGN [---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- I- - - - - - - -- -

Month day year

>DATE L -/ -_

hours min. sec fract.

>TIME [- - : -:- .]

CLASS TYPE ID1 1D2

>' WENT [F--- -- -- -- -- ----- -- ---- -- - - - - - -.. a -a.... -....

GLOBAL LOCAL ID1 ID2

> LOC AT ION -x. -- ------------- I- - - - - a .- a a . .]~

CLASS TYPE CONFIGURATION ID

>VHIL I- - - ----- ..

Fig. 3 Subprocwssor

Once these data arc entered, the processor thiN processor is demonstrated for a payload on a
"-SER('H"- allows thle user to poll out1 dat set asoi SA pallet. The configuration tree for this payload
atedl wit atins of the chrctistic% na-ted in the and pallet is shown at the right of Fig. 5. Thle payload
ficlds of thle argiuments of thle -100K- subproccessor. has been mnumbered. Each niumber corresponds to a
Several free ficldi exist for inclriditir peda-il data of tatistical energy element; statistical energy rationale
user interest which for a1 pyroshock) database mnight fsrnits the basis of the prediliotic schemen. Eiach dce-
indicate the source of [the shocik, pin puller, separation enitt is also litbeled. Ily vinployine this processor the
nut. or (the like. Anothecr subtprosessot alosthe user user is prompted to identify pertinctit structural
to build ''configuration trees- ituch as% arc illustrated puramecters and thle measured response data (by idetnti-
in Fig. 4. The uiser is allosseCd cons~iderable fcredom in fyitir channel nttun-ii:%) associated with cacti of the
thle construction of the 're<. '!the Space Shutttle in -ig. lableid statistical enercgy cicemenits. The "data mnod-
4 for cxinipte; it is broken dossn into the main .abmn. tile" processor allous thle user to include such gene.ric
the cargo bay, SRII. SNI.the espendab~le tink (11T . informiatiotn as to ss hether thle structure is a flat
and the ONIS podR. 1 tic caryo bay- is furdher disided p~anel, a cuitsed panel, or is of honeycomb construe.
into a 1)1:1 pallet and in ISA pallet %--ith it%. tpayload. tion. etc [-or pyrotechnic shock, thle user3. nay wish
There rare 100 dif ferent ksels that can be empjloý ed to specify the direction of thle measuremnctu !atcral or
for detailing a rtructufr, normal, (the diatance from thle source, and thle pyro-

cechtitv shock desiec. Once this data module, is con-
Tue ,'data t,' dule'' procesvor ;hltottatcd schemat. strute~d another command ''A-IiA('11- allows (the

ically at the left of 1.g. 5. pulls. torethet (tic data user to ism(Ktate their data with zn appropriate iniemn
needed to perform emfrpirical predictiorss. 1ihe use of bet of the configuration tree.
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Fig. 4 Configuration trce

Once structural parameters are entered into the 4
database, nondimensional parameters are automllati- Scales Usd in Forming Nondimeniconal Parameters

-*, :cally created using the scales shown in Table 4. These ... ..
nondimensional parameters allow the database to be f PANEi.-LIKE SI RUCTURES
searched for ,dynamically similar data sets on which to LENGTH SCALE :
base predictions. The search can also include the coo- TIME SCAIE : 'iE.'c
figuration trees such that dynamically similar data FORCE SCALE :pApCj
sets are obtained from payload configurations similar 1 BlAM-UIK" SIRURES
to that of a new payload for wiich an ctvirounictlit XI.ENGIT'l SCAI.i B,
expec-ed in flight is to be establislhed. TIME SCA LE BI/Cl

TMIME, SCALE
To develop an analytical pyroshock prcdit.ion FORC. SCAF : i

scthhemne it is proposed to make use of the statistical * ACOUSTIC SPACE
energy concept, a numLcr of relatisclv succe%%ful _IENGTIh SCAI.. : V'
investigations using itis approach have1 already becn TIMIE SCAI.- : V1 liC

* performed. As previously mentioned the database FORCE SCALE :pv:-IC
supports empirical predictions in that users may
search for dynamically and configuration-similar data M1FLUYNAMICPRESýAURE FIELD
sets having the appropriate pyrotc-chnc excitation LENGTI1 SCALE : B,
sources (pin puller. separation nuts. etc.). These data TIME SCALE : B /Vcl

sets could then be operated on to make correct ions to . .. .FORCE. .ALE : pVe:
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the constant velocity and acceleration slopes that ful prediction scheme would be one that resulted incharacterize pyrotechnic shock spectrums. A success- conservative but reasonable test requirements.
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Fig. 5 Data module
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lDISCUSSION
Mr.. Aaca: lHow mnuch disk space do you presently

Mr. B-aca (Sanpdi Laboratories): Is your databae haIvc?
systcnt as it is currCntly confiurcd, stored on disks so
it is always on line? It se•ems as if you have a great Mr. Henricks: \W pr,1rcstly have o,,er 2000 spcCtral
deal of data, do you have the spa"ce on the disk to data-sets. The spectral data-sct frcquetty range
hzandle it? cxtends from 10 Ht to 10.0o0 lt.

Mr. fie ricks: Yes. it is always on line. The actual
database could also be on tape, and then we can bring

it on line.

• ... :..,-:..-:..................-. :.'......:... ..... ..... ,....
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Discussion

Mr. Baca (Sandia Laboratories). Is your
database system as it is currently configured,
stored on disks so it is always on line? It
seems as if you have a great deal of data, do
you have the space on the disk to handle it?

Mr. Henricks: Yes, it is always on line. The
actual database could aLlso be on tape, and then
we can bring it on line.

Mr. Baca: How much disk space do you presently
have?

Mr. Henricks: We presently have over 2000
spectral data-sets. The spectral data-set
frequency range extends from 10 Hz to 10,000 Hz.
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STATE-OF-THE ART ACCELEROMETER CHARACTERISTICS

FOR PYROTECHNIC SHOCK MEASUREMENT

Jon Wilson
Consultant

San Juan Capistrano, CA

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a brief history, On the problem of zero-shift,
a brief summary of a user survey, and a Anthony Chu gave an excellent paper yes-
brief summary of a manufacturer's survey terday on zero-shift, and three presen-
that was conducted to find the state-of- tations in this session will address
the-art for pyrotechnic shock measure- that problem. Anthony Chu mentioned the
ments. It provides a chart summarizing low frequency noise and saturation pro-
the characteristics of several different blem in the context of the zero-shift
manufacturer's accelerometers. problem, but I think they contribute to

other problems as well.
INTRODUCTION

The four problems listed at the
Last night Dan Powers said he has bottom of Figure 1 are not necessarily

* been coming to these meetings for 20 perceived by the user as being a problem;
years. He has heard the same complaints, they may be a worse problem, or they may
the same problems, the same discussions, cause some of the problems, shown above
and the same responses from the accelero- the line in Figure 1, that the users are
meter manufacturers. For 10 of those aware of. Fred Shelby, from the Sandia
years I was providing some of those Laboratories, gave a paper on using
manufacturers' responses, so I am quite internal filters to suppress resonances
familiar with the stories. The basic at the 1983 Transducer Workshop. Anthony
problems have been survivability, zero- Chu mentioned this in his paper yesterday,
shift, and low frequency noise. and Endevco is doing this to suppress the

resonances to get rid of the resonance
USER SURVEY problems. Calibration has always been

one of my pet concerns. How are pyro-
I conducted a survey of users. I technic shock accelerometers calibrated?

contacted eight users of accelerometers How meaningful are those calibrations?
who are currently making pyrotechnic Cable and connector problems are being
shock measurements, either In-flight, or solved by eliminating the connectors,
in the laboratory; so this covers both going to low impedance, and work on cable
applications. I asked the users what and connection schemes. Base strain is
their current problems were. The a problem which will be discussed later,
problems shown abovi the line in Figure and Anthony Chu mentioned that as a
1 were given to me by the users, they contributor to the zero-shift problem.
are survival, zero-shift, low frequency
noise and saturation. Until the last Figure 2 is a typical pyrotechnic
few years very little had been done shock time-history trace; notice the high
about these problems. There was very amplitude negative peaks as well as the
little development on the part of the very high positive peaks. I will mention
accelerometer manufacturers hecause of later why they may be important in the
the perceived high investment and proba- problems we are having.
ble low return on a limited matket. But,
the state-of-the-art has begun to change The importance of an acceletometer's
over the last few years. For example, frequency response and resonance are
on the problem of the survival of accel- often overlooked. The top plot in Figure
erometers, Scott Walton gave a paper 3 shows a test shock response spectrum
yesterday on how he solved his instru- specification and the actual shock

Sment gurvival problems. Some of his response spectrum that were generated
techniques might be applicable to pyro- durino that test. The dashed lines are
technic shock measurements. the posalbilities of what might be hap-
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peni.ig above 10 kHZ, where the test spec- shocks, and the levels were not given.
ification ends. The test shock spectrum Brand F's accelerometers are calibrated
ends, but the energy does not end. The at 10,000 g's, and Brand H's accelero-
lower plot in Figure 3 is a possible meters are calibrated at 5000 g's.
frequency response curve of an accelero-
meter. Notice, at the resonant peak the The frequency response character-
response peaks at 45 dB above the flat istics of most accelerometer brands were
portion of the curve. What does that do not specified. The resonance frequencies
to the response spectruIm if significant varied. The resonance frequency of Brand
energy is present at those high frequen- A was specified at 180 kHz. The resonance
cies? I believe significant energy is frequency of Brand D wis suppressed with
present at those high frequencies. You an integral electronici design internal
need a high resonance frequency accelero- filter. The resonance frequency :f
meter to get away from, or to reduce, the Brand F is 300,000 Hz, and its resonance
effects of the accelerometer resonance; is also suppressed. Brand G's resonance
or, as in the case of some recent devel- frequency is greater than 250,000 Hz.

opetyou need some way to suppress
thtrsnneso it doesn't get into The maximum tolerable transverse

the signal.. motion refers to the manufacturers'
specification of the maximum transverse

VENDOR SURVEY motions their accelerometers can survive.
It does not refer to the transverse

Table 1 shows the characteristics sensitivity. We are told the transverse
of some accelerometers presently on the motion is approximately equal to the
market; the information was furnished by motion in the sensitive direction in
the manufacturers. All of the accelero- p~yrotechnic shock tests. The motion is
meters were rated for 100,000 g's full supposedly the same in all directions in
scale. I asked each manufacturer what pyrotechnic shock. After looking at this
is the zero-shift of your accelerometer? data I decided perhaps this is why some
How much zero-shift would I most likely "100,000 9' accelerometers break at much
see in a pyrotechnic shock event? Notice lower levels during pyrotechnic shock
the first two manufacturers didn't know tests. Some accelerometers have no
the answer to that question. The next specification for the maximum allowable
two manufacturers' data sheets showed transverse motion. Some accelerometers
".no zero-shift." The data sheet for have a 20,000 9 or a 30,000 q specifica-
Brand E showed "imperceptible" zero-shift. tion for the maximum allowabie transverse

ABrand F showed less than 0.1t zero-shift motion. The maximum allowable transverse
on their data sheet, and both Brands G motion for Brand F is 100,000 q's or
and it showed "negliqlihie" zero-shift on greater. Likewise the maximum negative
their data sheets. The initials- (S.T.) shock load!ing leave' somethin'; to he
for the Brand G accelerometer mean it desired in mno~t cases.
was sample tested; "eval" for the Brand
If accelerometer means it has been evalu- Last, but riot least, is the protilem
ated vy their cust~mers. of base ,itrain. '.,e know f!on techmrical

paper .,_ and Dan Power- !,hcnwe1 uis an,
For furvival: brand A said, "~we illustrition in this ýý.rnin.;'n :.,vzon,

to!:t our accc leroinetern for nitirv ival' : )f the kind of not ion at thw montrit S;
whilte !rand B qaid, "we dlon't q<,t very surfacto of I tvest tlatfe. We 'ýn an
:,,,nV oft t h r 4hack . Br antim C and BDeeb ~-ter'moz i nq sok~ -' nd r -
aalý)yzedl tht'tr (es4i-jnm to ens-u~re they tjnen a 'qrt.-t Ec-. ! -, trti:n inei strain,
woulId nurviv e, and theyý a I sc did fnone )nti yet nciufo of the t.ýeIrnte hw
r2anple tcest nq-. In. tho of' 11rnd B in- Table: !iwav- lhair , 1.ac ntrai

thi aeleoetrwan also itvali~iutvd ackifeti-.:o'c' h I-r W~
to hitgh aecteles at ion Ie.el vy aiot ~ 'rne~ aobn ta pc

.. er, andl it wan tlhown to sutrvive,. B.rancin that arc folt~tr !fe to t~:e.e
F and (- Were tes;ted0 fo~r iuvvb IityiMcu nW how thgy-' ees;nd
While thq-;viailt of !$randn r and
It wan tinknown1. Ct O'&t.Vt;ýI

An to thýý cal ilrat i-n 7C,~ Cone Zurid' I thinktht 'e-ý
"I. ~~wan~ on<, of n-- oncernsr wh-i . waý t~ q y.e1,,; of cerztreaarm ic

to sl I cc~'i eo~i fnt rzf'Lc't. X"'.--, int :qt Vor.- it nhc'-uld sfti
ac-eer~str~wee albatd -y~i~.; n~nn- ha.,-~ 1-ný<-C'vd lv th" I agt

ver.' tow le v ilbrati-'n and Btranids A f - The :ta..; act-a inte, r" " i nt-.
And, it wor indeedC Ce-ahbrat~~d I-y isn inq to ro spon<1 to the sr'ýe~. n
% ibrat ion. 'iheý rce-t of the acr-cIrrno-X- I hCo3 'e these 3:~; will !10 ' t
tors woff, Cal Ab1ra.4tod b1y - ~h C k . Thte ncxt oenrg "Wnd :-a.;acimer Tn seo .. ore
line, califration. 1- el, lhiw randr, C, i.rrnnn *endd a! N ( 3

* ~~~~D and F. aro? calitizaZ-d by IOU. ee hy"2"i i.Adie~io''.
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requirements, that is, are some of these
characteristics really required? I think
Dan Powers had some questions whether the SURVIVAL
frequency response and the resonance
frequency characteristics of accelero- ZERO-SHIFT
meters have .o be exotic. I hope this
will also encourage the manufacturers LOW FREQUENCY NOISE
to improve their specifications and the
information for their customers, SATURATION
because my calls to the manufacturers
were similar to a user's preliminary
inquiry to a manufacturer, and in many
cases, I did not feel I got many good RESONANCES
answers. I believe, in some cases, even
though this represents the information I CALIBRATION
got, it may not represent the manufac-
turers' best performance. I hope the CABLE/CONNECTOR
manufacturers who are present can point
out areas where this relatively poor BASE STRAIN
performance is really not that bad.

DISCUSSION Figure 1 - User Problems

Mr. Rubin (The Aetospace Corporation)
Were all of the accelerometers piezo-
electric?

Mr. Wilson: No, they were not.
Some accelerometers were piezo-electric

. and other accelerometers were piezo-
resistive. Some accelerometers had
"internal electronics while others were
high output impedance charge type
devices.

Mr. Maier (Endevcc): Of the speci-
fications you showed, are there others
that should be included? Also, has any
thought been given to an acceptable limit
to zero-shift?

Mr. Wilson: I think you should ask
the usTrs if any other specifications
should be included. An far as acceptable
zero-shift is concerned, I prefer to
l eave that to the other three speakers.
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F•iure 2 - Pyroshock Time History
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Discussion

Mr. Rubin (The Aerospace Corporation): Were all
of the accelerometers piezo-electric?

Mr. Wilson: No, they were not. Some
accelerometers were piezo-electric and other
accelerometers were piezo-resistive. Some
accelerometers had internal electronics while
others were high output impedance charge type
devices.

Mr. Meyer (Endevco); Of the specifications your
showed are there others that should be
included? Also, has any thought been given to
an acceptable limit to zero-shift?

Mi. Wilson: I think you should ask the users if
any other specifications should be included. As
far as zero-shift is concerned I prefer to leave
that to the three speakers.

U,2
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ZERO-SHIFTED ACCELEROMETER OUTPUTS

Arnold Galef

TRW
Redondo Beach. California

In this presentation it is claimed that the cormnonly appearing icro-shift
in Pyro Shock data is usually a symptom of a malfunctioning measurement
system, so that the data can not be "repaired" (by high-pass filtering
or equivalent) unless tests can be devised that permit the demonstration
that the system is operating in a linear mode in all respects other than
the shift. The likely cause of the zero-shift and its prevention are dis-
cussed.

The first two figures are presented in order to expected instrumentation system malfunction is
make clear the phenomenon we are discussing. not the sort of thinr that works its way into
These are accelerometer traces recorded during data/bases, because everyone recognizes that
a pyrotechnic separation of a missile from its the type of time history present during the
mount as alpart of the launch sequence. first .5 seconds of Fig. 2 is pure junk, and

we had better not treat this as a shock and
The first figure is a very typical zero-shift, subject it to detailed spectral analysis.
of the type to be discussed today. (The "double Counterparts of Fig. 1, however, quite frequent-
shock" present on the trace is not an aspect of ly find their way into data bases. But I am
the problem nor is it a symptom of any other convinced that the phenomena of Fig. 1, 2 are
instrumentatiun malfunction. This was measured essentially the same with the difference being
during a redundant separation. A joint was one of degree and not of kind. This hypothesizes
blown with a shaped charge and another was blown that, in Fig. 1, the amplifier is operating in
a few milliseconds later to ensure that we a quasi-saturated mode. The next speaker will
don't stay in the hole. Two separateevents present six or seven possible causes of Fig. 1
have occurred). The accelerometer used for this type behavior, including amplifier saturation;
measurement was piezoelectric with integral I feel that the amplifier is the most frequent
charge amplifier, and was ranged more than 20db culprit.
higher than the highest apparent acceleration
seen on the trace. This ranging may make it But, upon examining all of these possible causes
appear difficult to attribute the zero-shift of zero-shift, it appears that it is not neces-
to amplifier overload, as I will. In fact, I sary at this time to identify the explicit
believe that the most likely cause of the shift cause in any particular case of judging the
is a saturation caused by the very intense but validity of shock data. All the postulated
exceedingly short duration "Pre-Pulse" which is causes imply that the zero-shift is an indica-
discussed in greater detail in the paper* ap- tion that the system is not operating linearly
pearing elsewhere in these proceedings. so that the data should be discarded!

Before subjecting the first figure to further The above adamant position is not universally
discussioh it will be useful to examine Fig. 2. accepted, although there is probably universal
This trace is from an accelerometer nearby that agreement that the principal spectral symptom
of Fig. 1, but ranged much lower. It was in- of zero-shift, a nearly horizontal shock
tended that this instrument measure the vibration spectrum at implausibly high levels at low to
that was expected to occur irmiediately after medium frequencies, is nonsense and should be
the shock. The shock of thousands of g peak- ignored. However, it is believed by many that-
magnitude caused the expected saturation of an
instrument ranged at 250g. This completely . The spectral levels at frequencies well re-

moved from the region of thenear-horlzontal
Galef, A.E. "The Pre-Pulse in Pyro-Shock spectrum are nearly correct, so the high
Measurement and Analysis". level, high frequency portions of the
Proceedings, 56th Shock and Vibration spectra are valid without further proces-
Symposium sing.
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e The zero-shifted data may be corrected by turers regarding their zero shift character-

removing the bias (using a high-pass istics, and found that two of them were unable
filter or curve-fitting technique) and to say anything and the others, while claiming
the subsequent shock analysis is valid, superb performance ("none", "negligible" or
so that if the time history has been re- .1%) were unable to provide test data to sup-
tained the entire correct shock spectrum port their claims. In the manufacturer's de-
can be generated. fense it must be conceded that performing

quantitative tests is certainly difficult, with
Both of these optimistic viewpoints may be the difficulties exacerbated by the frequent
valid in some cases. However, I hold that in presence of the essentially unmeasureable "Pre
order to justify their application in the Pulse". Their task is complicated still further
presence of a significant zero-shift it would by the likelihood that in some cases, the rate
be necessary to show that, for the specific of change of acceleration is as important or
accelerometer and ampl~ir used to take the more so than the magnitude, so that informitic,.
data, th? ze-o-shift represcrzs the entire mal- attained by applying a half-sine pul'e w.u:d
function and is not merely a symptom of some be misleading for an equal pedk magnitude
other malfunction (specifically, measurement versed sine and grossly in error for a sawtooth.
system behaving significantly non-linearly). But these comments clearly suggest that a

promising approach requires sacrifice of the
Since there have been no causes of zero-shift ability to measure all frequency components of
in a piezoelectric measurement system yet pro- the shock, and this approach has been recog-
posed which do not imply a high probability nized for some time by the manufacturers who
that the shift is merely the most apparent make either mechanical or electronic low-pass
symptom of a malfunctioning measurement system, filters available.
it appears only reasonable to insist that the
burden of proof remain in the lap of the op- I have had good (but limited) experience with
timist who would like to salvage some or all conmercially available mechanical filters. I
of the data. And, it should be clear that a can't recommend them unequivocally, however,
successful demonstration of the validity of both because they are not being made for all
"corrected" data for a particular case should designs of accelerometers* (they are not usable
not be generalized to cases other than that even with some of the accelerometers made by
for which the ad hoc linearity investigation the manufacturers of the filters!) and because
was performed since any individual case un- it is clear that there must be a level of ac-
doubtedly has its individual peculiarities. celeration above which the filter is signif-

icantly non-linear but the manufacturer has
An obvious corollary to the proposition that not been able to commit himself (at least to
zero-shifted data may not be repaired in a me) where that level begins.
post-processing procedure unless the cause of
the shift is well understood, is that data The very good dynamic range of most piezoelec-
must not be taken in a manner that would hide tric materials makes feasible an electronic
the zero-shift if it had had the tendency to filter that will minimize the very high fre-
appear. But I know of test laboratories of quency components of charge generated in the
two highly respected companies where a high- absence of a mechanical filter without signif-
pass filter is routinely used in the data ac- icantly affecting the low and middle frequen-
qulsition system for the specific purpose of cies of greatest concern. I have again had
avoiding (more properly, concealing!) a zero good but limited experience using the filters
shift. A major accelerometer manufacturer has of one manufacturer, but have learned to'an-
recently introduced a line of transducers with ticipate resistance to their use by many test
integral charge amplifiers that incorporate engineers, who don't like the sensitivity to
high-pass filters for the same purpose. If cable length of the frequency response of the
these people are doing something that is tech- resultant system with filter between the trans-
nically inappropriate, as I believe they are, ducer and charge converter stage. It will
they are certainly doing it in all innocence seem to many that this is a regression to the
and in the belief that after the symptom is days prior to development of the charge am-
hidden the patient is well. And, of course, plifier, when cable length was a major factor
they May be right. But I repeat that the in system sensitivity, but if that is a price
burden of proof is theirs. that must be paid to achieve valid data then

people should prepare themselves to pay it!
We will now leave an annoyingly high fraction
of the data presently contained in major doc-
uments such as NASA CR 116437 in limbo, and I would like to caution people against
address the problems of avoiding questionable trying to make a home-made filter, either
-or wrong data In the future. We will largely to deal with the unavailability of production
have to lead each other on this, for the in- devices or to save money. A filter of this
strument manufacturers are generally much less type is in principle very simple but in
helpful on this than we might have hoped. I fact is hard to make successfully.
call attention to the Paper by Jon Wilson,
presented at this session, where Wilson reports
on asking eight major accelerometer manufac-
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A very rational response to the cable length
problem is the elimination of cable by in-
corporating the amplifier with filter in the
accelerometer. Several manufacturers are now
supplying such instruments, and although I
have not yet had experience with them I am op-
timistic. (However, as previously noted, I am
concerned about one manufacturers inclusion of
a high-pass filter as well as the desirable
low-pass filter.) For extreme environments an
accelerometer of this type mounted upon a
mechanical isolator may be optimum.

I will caution all against trying to solve the
zero-shift problem by the brute-force approach
of increasing the ranging sufficiently to avoid
saturation. First, users should be reminded
that this can't possibly help if the attempted
range change involves using the same trans-
ducer and charge amplifier with a higher range
setting on the control, since the range ad-
justment affects the output amplification
whereas the potential saturation occurs in the
charge converter, or input stage. When this
error is avoided, however, the problem of
finite dynamic range remains and a range
sufficient to avoid saturation will often
prohlbit data at frequencies below 500 Hz,
approximately, that Is usefully above the
noise level.

In closing, and as a reminder that we may never
be sure in all cases of what causes the zero-
shift and of how to prevent it, I offer Fig. 3,
from the same test that provided the previous
figures. Note that the accelerogram provides
no obvious indication of malfunction until
well after the shocks have been sensedl When
we understand this we may understand other
phenomena as well. I solicit your comments.
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QUESTIONABLE EFFECTS OF SHOCK DATA FILTERING

Paul R. Strauss
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International

Canoga Park, California

Measurements of Pryotechnic Shock events are unpredictable
and often unexplainable. Filtering of accelerometer sigrals
is used and misused in processing the data. This paper is
an attempt to show the effect of some filtering processes.
A sample case of an electrically simulated measurement is
presented to exemplify the effect of filtering on the Shock
Response Spectrum, the final data product.

Pyrotechnic Shock is a complex environment. The questions are: What portion of the
Inadequate devices for measurement of this data is real; what portion is distorted; how we
environment add to the complexity. Because of distinguish between the two; and whether or not
problems with the measurement system, mani- we can retrieve useful information from it. My
pulation of raw and processed data is often main concern is that the data can be mani-
performed. The term "manipi3atie- i,. this pulated into whatever shape the customer has
case refers to various type, of Iil'.-ng requested in the shock spectrum.
that are used to make the data fit our needs.

As an example, I would like to expound on
Is filtering necessary? Does filtering the distortion caused by use of a high-pass

cause distortion? It appears that the filter. This is often used to "eliminate" the
answers to both questions are "yes." All zero-shift from time-history data.
shock data is filtered whether filtering is
desired or not. Filtering is an inherent Figure I is a typical shock time history,
product of recording, digitizing and ampli- typical of the type of data that I receive. A
fication systems. Filtering does distort definite zero-shift is apparent immediately
the data; often far beyond the known, or after the initial high amplitude pull-(. The
assumed, transfer function of that filter. corresponding shock response spectrum shows a
Filtering is said to be necessary because of flattening of the low frequency area. On this
the zero-shift apparent in most Pyro shock particular set OT data, a vertical line was
measurements. It appears necessary to do cleverly drawn, explaining that everything to
something to the data to determine what portion the left of the line is noise, and everything
of the data is real and what portion is not. to the right is data. The diagonal line shows
But, filtering does not show us what is real, the spectrum we were trying to meet in this
it only changes the data to something that particular case. We have basically said that
looks real or useful. everything above that diagonal line and, there-

fore, not in "spec," will be noise. Everything
The manipulations performed on shock data that is in "spec" will be data.

sometimes go beyond necessity; it is usually
an attempt to make the data fit our require- This is not necessarily being used to our
ments. We are using low-pass and high-pass advantage. To get away from just blindly saying
filters, In our digital recording systems. "This is good, and that is not good," we have
we ute anti-aiiasing filters. Our tape come up with a filter. We insert a high-pass
recorder is effectively a low-pass filter. All filter at 20 Hz, and the data looks better
of ouir instrumentation is limited; it is (Figure 2). The shock response spectra shows a
filtering the data; and it is biasing the data. hump in the curve that wasn't there before. It
Our a:celerometer's respunse also has a appears to be indicative of a resonance but is
filtering effect on the data. really a response of the filter.
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Figure 3 shows the same data with a 200 Hz are using it today in most of our test
high-pass filter. According to the input labs, is not giving us a clean signal and a
requirement, we are right where we are supposed clean idea of what is really happening
t3 be. Therefore, the decision is made that riechanically.
200 Hz is the proper filter to use. We are in
"spec," and everyone is happy. Again, I mentioned I am not presenting

answers. I am presenting further questions
We decided to play directly with the along the same line. We don't have a

electronics since, mechanically, we knew that direct answer to the question as far as how
some of the data cannot be real, but we didn't much of the data is good. If an SRS exhibits
know exactly what to do with it. Most of these high levels at low frequencies, that in
conditions were easily simulated in the itself doesn't necessarily mean the data is
electronics lab. A time history of a damped distorted. I have performed one test where
sine transient which closely simulates some the shock simulator had a resonance at a low
of the real pulses was set up electrically. A frequency. It fooled us. We broke hardware
reasonable shock response spectrtrm is easily because we assumed the data were not real.
produced from it. Figure 4 is a 2,500 Hz There was a resonance in the low frequency of
pure damped sine wave with the corresponding the input device that was causing a low fre-
SRS. quency increase in the SRS surve. So you must

be very careful. You must examine the data
Figure 5 shows what we felt was a true carefully, both filtered and unfiltered.

zero-shift. Starting at zero, a steep slope is Hopefully, there will be greater understanding
induced followed by a 25 millisecond decay, and a solution to this with new type accelero-
returning to zero. Below it is shown the meters or new instrumentation in the near
shock response spectrum of that pulse. We future.
have added them together in Figure 6, which
appears to be a very good representation of a DISCUSSION
raw pyro shock measurement. The time history
exhibits motion away from zero, followed by Mr. Kalbfleisch (TRW): Before you can
high-frequency ringing and the decay to zero. entertain processing the data with filtering,
The coiresponding shock response spectrum shows you have to make an assumption that the sensi-
a very flat low-frequency region. tivities and the calibration remain consistent.

If it is a piezo-electric accelerometer,
Figure 7 shows the same pulse, but with during the zero shift your pico-coulomb

the addition of a 200 Hz high-pass filter. per g calibration factor remains constant, or
This procedure simply shifted part of the time the amplifier calibrations continue to remain
history such that the signal is now centered constant. What data do you have to support
around zero. Apparently we have, inadver- that you can continue to use the data, and
tently, added a sinusoid, which is one of the attempt to process it to remove the zero shift?
effects of the filtering. Just by putting in Or, do we subscribe to Arnold Galef's theory
a 200 Hz high-pass filter, we get a sinusoid that says it is a nonlinear situation? If
that was not there before. This causes the there is zero shift, we just discard it
added "hump" in the shock response spectrum. completely.
Figure 8 shows this same time history but withthe removal of the signal prior to the initial Mr. Strauss (Rocketdyne): We cannot afford to

pulse. The shock response spectrum looks discard all distorted data but I certainly
slightly better in the 200 Hz area. agree with that. Once we know that the

signal is distorted.we must label it as dis-
Does filtering work? Like any good torted or filtered, whichever is applicable.

medicine, we must examine the side effects. We
saw that by adding zero-shift to damped Mr. Kalbfleisch: Are you attempting to

sine transient signal, we can simulate a signal process and use a distorted signal?
which looks like typical test data. What
happens when we subtract a zero-shift from Mr. Strauss: That is correct. And today we
our data? In Figure 9, Curve C is the SRS are using information from that signal. We
of our simulated distorted shock signal from know it is distorted, but we are still using
Figure 6; B is the SRS of the zero-shift it.
from Figure 5. Subtracting B from C does not
yield A, the pure damped sine of Figure 4. M-. Kalbfleisch: So the questions really
No combination of digital or analog filtering are can we do that? Is the calibration
will free a shifted signal from the distortion, correct, and can we process that data? What
The data is distorted when it exhibits a guidelines does one have to attempt to process
zero-shift. The effect may be only in the the distorted signal versus completely dis-
first 100 Hz, it may be in the first 200 Hz. carding anything with any evidence of zero
It depends on the system. It depends on the shift?
accelerometer, on the range, on the proximity
to the charge, and it depends on the instru- Mr. Strauss: I guess one way to look at this
mentation. Filtering by itself, the way we Ts--Eby assuming that the distortion comes from
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the accelerometer itself; if we have a statistically. But also, if you go to a higher
piezo-electric accelerometer, if we know there and higher word size, like to a fourteen and
is no permanent damage, if we know there is no sixteen bit word size, obviously the bias
motion of the crystal, then maybe we can say diminished, and the problem went away. It is
yes, the calibration is still adequate. On the somewhat Insidious, and you really have to pay
other hand, if we assume that distortion comes attention to what is going on in your digital
from the amplifier, maybe we can use one part electronics.
of the data where we know the amplifier is
stable. Mr. Strauss: Thank you. We have now added one

more possibility as far as the source of this
Mr. Chu (Endevco): That depends on what causes is concerned. As far as the filtering, I
a zero shift. If it is the crystal problem, agree with you.
at that instant that you have zero shift, some
of your crystal is depolarized and the sensi- We try to represent here the type
tivity is not the same at that particular of data, the type of filtering techniques, and
moment; you don't have the same calibration, the types of responses that we are seeing in
But if the zero shift is caused by base-strain, data. I agree that there are certain types
or some other factors, then your crystal is of filters that do minimize the distortion.
still putting out what is seen. At that It all has to be watched very closely.
instant, maybe your calibration is still valid.
But as to how to offset or how to justify a Mr. Sill (Endevco): We use a two pole Butter-
zero-shift, how many g's that is, no, I worth filter with our piezo-electric accelero-
don't have an answer. meters. The reason we use that is we looked

at some of the work being done at Sandia. I
Mr. Kalbfleisch. It sounds as if it is also think Pat Walter had a paper on different
the charge converter or the amplifier, then kinds of filters: Chebychev, Bessel, and
those data are very suspect. It would be Butterworth. He favored the Butterworth
very difficult to assume that we could use data because of all the combined factors.
with any evidence of zero-shift.

Mr. Strauss: That is correct. Until we can
define the exact source of the shift, then we
can't really say for sure that any of the
data are qood.

Mr. Kalbfleisch: Can we ever define that?

Mr. Strauss: I believe that we will in the
near future. But obviously we can't define
today where these particular things are coming
from.

Mr. Favour (Boeing Aerospace Company): You
mentioned you had a high-pass filter, and you U
"injected the sine wave. I would guess that

you had a high-pass filter of a box-car FIGURES NOT AVAILABLE AT TIME OF RELEASE;
function. If you take the inverse transform of
that, you get sine X, and you get exactly what AVAILABLE FROM AUTHOR

X
you expect there. In our experience for any
transient work like this, You should use a I
Bessel, A Gaussian or a linear phase filter,
as against the Butterworth filter, because they
produce far less ringing. The Butterworth
filter is maximally flat, but it doesn't have
the best phase characteristics. We found over
fifteen years ago you can get some DC bias in
your data depending on the quantization
intelligence of your A/D converter. For
instance, what jumped up and bit us back around
1970 was our A/D converter would quantize by
chopping to the negative full scale direction.
This, in effect, put a half a bit bias on all
data. When we took a Fourier transform of
that, we ended up with low-frequency aber-
raticns, somewhat similar, but not as severe as
the zero-shift that you are seeing here. We
were able to remove that and we did it
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COMPARISON OF RESPONSE FROM DIFFERENT

RESONANT PLATE SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Robert E. Morse
TRW

Redondo Beach, California

I will talk about two applications of one tech- axis. You get these at about the same time, but the
nique, the "Resonant Plate" technique, which you have transmission path is attenuated by going through a
heard other speakers talk about earlier. It is not a couple of interfaces.
method that I developed. The two systems that I will
describe have been developed by two different test labs. Figure 4 is the fixture, and it reflecis the total
One was developed by the TRW test lab, and I think set-up and the parameters that we had to work with.
Don Pugh gets the biggest portion of the credit for We had a compression system where we could put dif-
developing our "Resonant Plate" technique. The other ferent compression loads into the plate to tune it to dif-
one was developed at Lockheed. They did a very good ferent resonant frequencies. The width of the plate and
job on their "Resonant Plate" system, we are presently the length of the plate affected it. The weight of the
using it on a program I am involved with now. hammer, the distance of the drop, all had an influence

on the amount of shock we would get into the unit. We
" I want to give credit to several people for had some rubber compression members, and we have

Figure 1 which essentially depicts the Resonant Plate also tried several different materials to influence the
'. system in terms that we all should understand. This is shock response of the plate.

essentially what we are trying to accomplish with the
Resonant Plate system. Figure 5 is a labeled picture of that system.

Again, the unit was mounted at the center for two axes,
% The first plate is one we developed at TRW with and it was mounted at the bottom of the plate for the

a longitudinal impact. The shock response spectrum third axis. The slide hammer slides on the rod. it hiits
requirement that we had to meet was the same in all the anvil, and it transmits the shock down the plate and
three axes so the spectrum for our component was the into the unit. Three curves (Figures 6 - 8) show the
same in all three axes. The spectrum had fairly tight response spectrum and the tolerances that we got with
tolerances on it, but we got some relaxation later. We the box mounted in each of the three axes. The data at
had a major problem in the low frequencies where we the low frequency end are not really valid. However,
were out of the dynamic range of the measurement we did a fair job of staying within the tolerances that
system. and it took a great deal of work to convince the were finally negotiated. Again, there is not too much
customer. and even some of our colleagues. that the difference in the data we got on each of the other two
data were poor and the reason was that the measured axes. You would expect the same from those two axes
data were out of the instrumentation dynamic range. because the box is essentially merely reoriented. This
We were getting about a 4,000-g peak response spec- particular fixture was developed by the Environmental
trum. We mounted the specimen in three separate Test department at TRW, and I thought. it did a good
orientations on this plate. job by providing for our 4 .000-g shock requirement.

Figure 2 shows the response spectrum that we We had other projects that had the same order of
were required to meet. It peaks up to 4.000 g's at magnitude shock response requirement. Figure 9 shows
about 3,500 Hz. a similar "Resonant Plate" system that did the sante

thing. This plate is a little bit different in length, and a
Figure 3 shows the plate we developed for this bit different in width. The general arrangement and the

response spectrum at TRW. The specimen was technique are the same. Some of the things that we
mounted at the center for two of the axes. We can just varied were the width and the thickness. We also tried
rotate the box i~self to get the two axes - with the plate aluminum plates and steel plates. You can vary a few
impacted at the top. We mounted the box for the third parameters to accommodate some differences in your
axis on the bottom of the plate. The advantage of the requirements, and we have had some success in this:
plate over the shaker is that when you impact the plate this is the state of develoment of the resonant plate
at the end. you get a traveling wave shock: the trans- shock technique at TRW.
mission path approximates the real path much better:
you do not over-correlate the input at the mounting Figure 10 shows ou. approximate status at the
points. The shock arrives at each mounting point at a present rinc. We have added a system to measure the
different time, and the shock is closer to what it would force that we actually apply to the hammer, so we know
be in real life. That is not quite the same for the third what that force is. We use some Bungee cord, which is
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not very elegant, but by adjusting the cord tension, ou you want to bring the high frequency, end down. Then
can get some added force to get a higher impact anI we tried varying the distance to the impact point. We
vary the load and the acceleration that are input to the went from 6 1/2-inches to 8 1/2-inches. It knocks
specimen. Again, it is the same general arrangement down the whole hiOh frequency end of the spectrum,
and technique of the resonant plate, impacting at the not just the tail of it, not just one end. So increasing
end, getting the transmission down through the plate (he distance between impact point and unit brought the
into tle specimen, entire high frequency range down nicely (Figure 18).

The next system is a "Resonant Platen system Figure 19 shows the effect of adding a felt pad
that was developed by Lockheed. We are using it on a which as you can imagine, changed the damping con-
program that we are performing for them. The vertical siderably. That is evidenced by the amount of tail-off
impact in this case is perpendicular to the plate. The we got at the high frequency with much more damping.
spectrum requirement we have is for one axis only. We So. the few things thai , f.u can vary on that system
get the response spectrum now in a single axis, and we don't look like they are very significant but you can do
don't have to meet a particular requirement in the other quite a bit with the spectrum by just varying a few of
two axes, which simplifies the test requirement con- the parameters.
siderably. Tolerances are also more reasonable for this
response spectrum. It is a 4,200-g peak response Initially when this requirement was imposed, we
spectrum, and we mount the specimen in two different didn't have a very good idea of what kind of shock tihis
orientations so that we do get some variability in the would put into our components. We took exception to
amount going into the component. the requirement until we could get some feel for the

response on a specified plate, since Lockheed did not
Figure I I shows a sketch of the general test have the data at the time. We collaborated with

arrangement. The specimen would be mounted on the Lockheed on a test. We supplied an instrumented unit,
plate, and a pneumatic actuator impacts the plate. It is just a dummy mock-up of a couple of slices of elec-
an aluminum plate about 1/2 inch thick and its size is 4 tronics that are typical of the type of equipment that we
feet by 6 feet. The plate has a 3-inch foam pad under- will be using on this project (Figure 20). We had many
neath; the rest of the structure and control panel are response accelerometers mounted inside the test unit for
built up to support the plate and handle it. this test. Figure 21 is a prototype of the system that

Swe are using on this project. It is a little bit different
We have a single axis response spectrum that we but essentially !he same set-up. We took data at the

are trying to meet with this particular arrangement: a input to the box, and we measured some responses
4,200-g proto-qual requirement. Figure I IA shows the inside to see how much attenuation we were getting.
response spectrum that we will be obtaining with that
system. Figure 12 shows that test set-up. Again, the I mentioned we are doing this in two axes of
unit is mounted on the plate, and you can vary the dis- orientation. Figure 22 shows the other axis where we
tance from the impact point to the test unit. Some are mounted face-on to the shock wave as opposed to
damping material can be put under the hammer, and in the shock wave coming in from the unit edge. Figure
this particular case, it is some paper and a felt pad. 23 is the same picture but with the labels on it showing
The pneumatic actuator is controlled by a panel. the impact hammer and the pneumatic cylinder forcing
Figure 12 shows the foam and the plate. Figures 13 the hammer down against some damping pads on the
and 14 show the test setup from the opposite end. You large resonant piate. When you hit the pin,' the plate
can see the foam pad and the plate a little better in goes into some sort of resonance. To get what we
Figure 13. Figure 14 is essentially the same as Figure wanted on this particular test, the plate was free at the
13: you can see the hammer and the damping material. middle, and we had foam at each end of the plate. So

there are several ways that mounting the plate can be
Figure 15 gives a pretty good idea of how well handled.

Lockheed did in meeting the requirements with this
particular piece of equipment. The 4,200-g spectrum Figure 24 shows the instrumented test unit. We
with the tolerances is shown, and they met it pretty well mounted accelerometers at the top to rind out how
except at the low frequency. Then we tried to vary much of attenuation we got all the way up. We
some of the parameters. The distance was 2 1/2 inches mounted some accelerometers right near the mounting
from the unit to the measurement point, and the dis- feet to find out what we were getting across the mount-
tance from the measurement point to the impact point ing interface and we mounted many accelerometers
was 6 1/2 inches. The actuator pressure was 150 psi Inside the unit to show how much acceleration we got.
and 15 sheets of paper were used for damping; that is inside in the middle of the boards and where parts
Snot real elegant, but it does the job. would be located, because we have sensitive parts that

we are concerned about. Our major concern was
We decided we wanted to know what would hap- whether the parts inside the components could survive

pen itf we changed the actuator pressure, and Figure 16 the 4,000-g shock requirements imposed on this
shows that. We have gone to 250 psi, using the same resonant plate when we were not exactly sure what type
dam ping and the same distances. The higher pressure of attenuation or amplification would occur.
has raised the whole spectrum. Then we thought we
would try changing the damping. We got 26 pieces of Figure 25 shows the instrumentation we had
paper; we use the same pressure, 250 psi, and the same inside. An accelerometer is inside at the middle of
distance; the damping knocks off the tail of the high some mocked-up boards to get responses inside.
frequency-response (Figure 17). It did a very nice job: Figure 26 shows close-ups of the accelerometers at their
it shows %%hat yo'. can do by adding a little damping if mounting points.
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Figure 27 shows the instrumentation mounted at hammer and expect to get the right shocks." Yet. the
the comer. If you want to generalize on the. attenua- Navy stuck with that system, and the equipment that
tion that we got going from the input of the box to the went into submarines and ships passed those tests, and
inside the box, it is about a 3 dB attenua.tion. It is not never had problems. In retrospect, it was not a bad
as much as Hank L.uhrs measured in some of his space- system. They didn't have much data on it. They may
craft simulator tests, or what we really expect to see on not have known exactly why they were doing it, but
a real spacecraft. On a real spacecraft it is probably 6 they were doing it right; maybe for the wrong reasons.
dB or more. If you look at the way vibration specifica- but probably for a lot of the right reasons. So you have
tions are developed over limit load. there is about a 2-1 to temper some of the judgments you make as a young
margin on that. So the 2-1 margin on the shock is fellow as you get older.
probably not too bad a margin, as long as you
recognize you have a margin when you are testing, and Mr. Rosenbaum: In retrospect, talking about
you are overtesting the equipment. The margin is over what Hen Luhrs was talking about this morning. we
and above what you would see in real life. The test is found "off-the-shelf" 250-g relays that would barely
not too bad considering you want a margin for pass drop-table or drop-tower shocks but they would
qualification. If you design to meet this type of easily pass orders of magnitude more than that on a
requirement, you should be in good shape in real life. resonant-type table like this.
That is the purpose of the qual test.

Mr. Morse: I discussed the advantages of the
Discussion resonant plate n a paper that 1 presented three years

ago. One of the advantages of the resonant plate is that
Mr. Mardis (General Dynamics - Pomona the transmission path is simulated and the shock arrives

, Division): I had seen this apparatus before. [Tow at the box in a similar way as it does in the real world.
muc--F-dFd it cost? How did you establish your material Also, you do not overcorrelate the input as you do on a

, selection and the contact geometry between the hammer drop table or on a shaker. These are the major aspects
and the plate'? of simulation that the resonant plate performs. The

mounting impedance is still not good because you are
Mr. Morýe: I don't have an exact answer on the using a plate instead of a honeycomb panel, a space-

cost. You can ,see from the material we used to put it craft structure, or whatever the real structure is.
together. it is not expensive. However, quite a few Although the compliance still is not matched, you at
dollars were involved in the development work to arrive least match the transmission path in some respects.
at the system that was shown. We did quite a bit of
"work on several programs with it. so the cost to TRW, Mr. Rosenbaum: Like you. we have used felt.
to develop the three particular plates that we showed, rubber, Delrin, and all kinds of things by trial and error
probably does not represent what somebody like you to vary the widths of the pulse.
might have to do to go into a rogram now, becauseyou have a pretty good idea of where to start. With Mr. Morse: Again, this ju,,t shows a couple of'
regard to material selection, we initially tried steel ways to solve the shock simulation problem. You have
plates, and they ring much more than aluminum. Prob- a problem. You wan' to perform a shock test. How do
ably. if you use magnesium you can get more damping. you do it? "Resonant plate" techniques are not too
So, you would have to look at your particular require- bad. You have a few things that you can vary, you can
ments and try to tailor the materials that you want to vary some of the parameters and get where you want by
use toward the spectrum that you have and the levels using paper for damping or whatever works.
that you have from the other parameters. "The details
are left to the student." About the contact geometry, Mr. Dotson (Lockheed): I was involved in the
each of those hammers that you saw in the figures development of this system. One reason we tried this
shown are slightly curved so it is not a pointed impact approach was we were trying to develop a system that
point, but it is rounded in a fairly small area. In many would cover a particular spacecraft that hrad many items
eases we did use a Delrin washer at the impact point, mounted on honeycomb panels, and which had very
We tried different thicknesses. and different thicknesses similar characteristics to a flat plate. It was also a
gave us different levels. So YOU would probably end up svstem that had a lot of low frequency response. We
doing some development work to develop your started off trying to use explosive joints to excite this
particular spectrum with the impact point and using plate. It was hung vertically at the time, and we lotnd
very different materials. We used a steel hammer and we couldn't generate the low trequencies. In checking
an aluminum anvil. one of the accelerometers one of the technicians hap-

pened to hit the plate with the sledge hammer, and we
Mr. Rosenbaum (General Dynamics - Convair): I got the exact spectrum we wanted. All of a sudden we

guess we at General Dynamics should talk to each other got real excited about it. So. we laid it horizontally,
more because we have been using an impact tester for and because we didn't have an air-impact device at that
seven or eight years that we made out of an old HYGE time, we just dropped an aluminum cylinder down i
machine which we use for the pneumatic hammer. We plastic tube; to and behold. %%e were getting all kinds of
have done a similar type of testing for electronic com- good results. Then we started varying the paranieters:
ponents for a long time, the thickness of the plate. the type of nmratcrial. the

damping material, and the distance from the source.
Mr. Morse: Many years ago I was very irritated We put it on foam, we put it on sand. and we could

at the methods used for high impact shock, and I vary the spectrum shape widely. It was very suiccessfli.
thought. 'Boy. the Navy is really unscientific with their I should mention that by putting it on sand. you can
high-impact medium weight shock machine. They just move the low frequency modes and steepen the slope.
have a hammer hitting a plate." I thought, "How could So that is another parameter if you ever need it. As an
anybody be so unwientific as to just hit a plate with a asid,, something that came out of this is that this is a
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sinle directional-type device: but many companies who Mr. Morse: That is a good point. I have to
wish to use this device require three-dimensional agree witHwtis mentioned in the lead-off chart: that
equality. We have recently put book-end shelves on the our requirements are only for a single axis. In a pre-
system, and we are getting significant in-plane vious projcct we had to meet the same shock require-
respunses. It is still vertical, but you can rotate dte box ments in all three axes. If you look at the way
on the shelf. Another point is when data are taken on a components are mounted in a spacecraft, shock really
spacecraft. or even on this plate, many times you have comes to it along a single a"!s. You don't get the same
a tri-axis accelerometer that is mounted on a littie response in all three axes. You get a major response
aluminum block or some other type of device. The perpendicular to the plane on which the component is
rocking of the plate, or the rocking of the structure in mounted. You don't get the same response in the other
the spacecraft, can give you what you think is a in-plane axes. I think that it is well recognized in
longitudinal or an in-plane response that is not really vibration because many vibration specifications now
there. It is not true in-plane motion. So beware if you require different levels in-plane, and normal to the
are mounting your accelerometers above the neutral axis mounting plane. I think that eventually the methodof the structure or plate if that is the case, because up snould be the same for sheik requirements.
to about 7,000 Hz and higher, just the rocking effect is
equal to the normal response. Once we went back and
looked at all of our spacecraft data, we realized that all Voice: The last two or three minutes of discus-
the enveloping of what looked like in-plane response sion satlisied the comment I was poing to make. It was
was really a rocking effect due to normal response due about the compromise that one might have to accept in
to the bending waves. So, I think many of the three- a lateral axes, but I thought Ron addressed it real well
dimensional spectral requirements came from non-true by saying with book shelf-type fittings you can get the
three-dimensional effects. lateral axes as well.
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FIGURE 15 - Impact 1), Initial Conditionsv
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FIGURE 16- Impact J2, Increase In Pressure, Cmparison
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FIGURE 17- Impact 13. Increase In Damping of Impact
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FIGURE 18- Impact 114, Increase In Distance of Impact to Unit and Measurement.
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FIGURE 19- Impact 15, Addition of Felt Pad for Damping
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Discussion Mr. Fosenbaum: In rttr•mpe.'., talking about
vhat 'enry Mr as talkiig about this morning,

Mr. Mardis (General Dynamics - Pomona we found "off-the-shelf" 250-g relsye that would
Division): I had seen thin apparatus before. barely pass drop-table or d-op-tower shocks but
How much did it cost? How did you establish they would easily pass orders of magnitude more
your material selection and the contact geometri than that on a resonant-type table like this.
between the hammer and the pl•te?

Mr. Morse: I discussed tige advantages of the
Mr. Horse: I don't have an exact answer on the resonant plate in a paper that I presented three
cost. You can see from the material we used to years ago. The &dvantaes of the resonant plate
put it together, it is not expensive. However, &re the transmission path and the fact that the
quite a few dollars were involved in the ahock arrives at the box in a similar vwy to the
development work to arrive at the system that is real world; you do not overcorrelate the input
there. We did quite a bit of work on several as you do on a drop tab"t or on a shaker. That
programs with it, so the cost to TRW, to develop is the 0est portion of the resonant plate
the three particular plates that we shoved, simulation that you can do. The mounting
probably does not represent what somebo•y like impedance is still not good because you are
you might have to do to ao into a prograa now, uzing a plate instead of a honeycomb panel, a
because you have a pretty good idea of where to spacecraft structure, or what have you.
start. With regard to raterial selection, ye Although the compliance still is not matched,

Sinitially tried steel plates, and they ring ms ch you at least match the tranamission path in som
more than aluminum. Probably, if you use respects.
•w .Tnesium you can get more daming . So, you

voui 1,ve to look at your particular Mr. Rosenbaum: Like you, we have used felt,
requs--!ats and try to tailor the materials rubber, Delrin, and all kinds of things by trial
that you vw;.t to use toward the spectrum that and error to vary the vidtha of the pulse.
you have and th. "evels that you have from the
other parametura. '•'n- details are left to the Mr. Morse: Again, this Just shows a couple of
student." kbout the co,.•eat geometry, each or ways to solve problem. You have a problem. You
those hammers that you saw ar.t slightly curved want to perform e. shock test. '1-v do you do
so it io not a pointed iWac- poi.t, but it it it? "Resonant plate" techniques are not too
rounded in a fairly small area. 11 owny cases bad. You have a few things that you can vary;
we did uae a Deirin vwahir at the isit you can vary some of the parameters and get
point. Ve tried dirferent thicknesses, ac' where you want by "ting paper for daping or
different thicknesses gave us different whatever works.
levels. So you woul4 probably end up doing a
lot of development work to develop your '4-. Dotuon (Lckhe ) I was involved in the

particular apectrua with that Impact point and devzioyment o -this sstee. One reason we tried
using very different materials. Ve used a steel this o..Vproach was ;v were trying to develop a
hamaer and an al"-Inum anvil. ystem that woul4 cover a particular spacecraft

that had mawy of itee mounted on honeycomb
Mr. Fosenhaum (General Dyranice - Convair): I pan•ls. and which ',ad very similar
i jess we at General -DVnamIc should talk to each characteristici to a flat plate. It wva also a
other wore boesuse we have been u-iing an Ipact system that had a lot of low frequenqy
tester for serea 2r eight years that we made out responle. Vft fitsxted off trying to ýse
of a. old f.YO vachine which vt use 'or the explosive Joints to excite thin plate. It var
pneumt!tc ha.mer. 'e hare done a alstilar type hung vertically at the tUe, aid we fuund we
of testina for aloctronic coq;neAta for a Iona couldn't generate the low Ire-.en.ies. In
time. checking one of the tecelerovatesr one of the

technio!ana hanVpjý4 to hit the plate with the

Ai r. W-orse: )Ury yerar w~ I visi very irritattd, sledge hsm~r. an4 we got the*f atsecrs we
and I thcu.1ht. "Zkay, the )Kav I-. re-ILy w4anted. All of A wudden we got real exctited
unaclentific with their hlgh-i~act meftiu aboUt Lt. So,% we laid It orizoentally. amd
"wight sthock Tachine. they 1Junt have at bemer because9 we A-idn't have an air-i"pCt device at
%Ittir4 CA rlAte." .1though'&t, "HOV could anybody that tW., ye IJust drOppe,1 an aluIVnua cyllrter
be no unrcientific an to Just hit a plate with a aown a plastic If); I and btho10, VV vore
ha. r and vexpct to get te rig s.• .yettung all ktind of e ct retultt . 'M.en ;v,
Yet, thel X*a'y *ttoch with tha.t systvem, endth "0startel varying the parasottrs; the Vnetee -1

outmt etit u r *ie a *hips the plat e, tho "typ tof mtulr! tho 4am-.Ing
,pased those et, 1 never had proble. In mterial. .. d the distance frot U14 soure. Ve

Artropect. It VU not a bad system. ihey pit it on tea=. we pA t on *km, and we cvuVd
didn't1 have ouch 4at" On It. They did-n't know vary the apectrun shape, v''elXy. It was very
exactLy wha theyý were-, &ving It, VAt they weie sucafl hould Vention thn'. t,,, 4,t;tin It
doing it. riglit maybot for t-he wron; reaso-s, but On SAndi yora .-k movo. 0.qe lonw rrco-c.-aqr'-_
probably7 far a lot of 0ow riett resions. So ydU *ndi stee-pen the slvope. rSo tltnt It ann.--er
have to tc-,xper conew of the ludge~efte you wa.k parur-eter If you evtr rneed it. As -a unlfside
as a young fel1low as you get o14er. sozeth'ing that came w rrofQ t.11 It Vthat hIq is

a nIngle !leclr,-ypede -t~ h Ait ar
companift who0 wish to US# thIa d~evice re"ire
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three-dimensional equality. We have roeently
put book-end shelves on the system, and we are
getting siigifica•t In-plane responses. it is
still vertical, but you can rotate the box on
the shelf. Another point is when data are taken
on a spacecraft, or even on this plate, mrWy
times you have a tri-xils accelerometer that is
mnonted on a little alumlnum block or now other
"type of device. The rocking of the plate, or
the rocking of the structure in the spacacrant,
can give you vhat you think is a longitudinal or
an in-plane response that Is not really there.
It is nat true in-plane union. 96 beware if
you are nounting your accelerometers aboý,.s thb
neutral axis of the structure or plate, if they
is the case, because up to about T,000 He and
higher, just the rocking effect is equal to the
normal response. Once we vent back and looked
at all of our •s•aecraft data, wv realised that
all the enveloping of what looked like In-plane
response vas really a rocking effect de to
normal response due to the hending uave. So, I

--. • think many of the three-dimensional spectral
requirements came from non-t•ue three-
dimeanional effects.

Mr. Morse: That is a good point. I have to
agree with what Is mentioned in the Imad-off
chart, that our requirements are only for a
single axis. In a previous project ve had to

eeat the same shock requirements in all three
axes. If you louk at the way eomponefts are
mounted In a spacecraft, shock really coas to
It that vwa. You don't get the sam Iespose in
all three axees. You get a major response
perpendicular to the plan* in which the

, component is munted. You don't get the @ame in
the other in-plane a&x. I think that is well
recognized In vtbration because many vibration
spe"ifications now require different loye. inn.
plene, SM normal to the mounting plane. I
think that eentaally ebould he the swo to
shock requirements.

Voice: The last two or three aliutes of
d!seAuAion Satitfled the coMWntt I Was going to

sk*. It was about the COWT01ise that iSt
Slght have to acept In a lateral axes, but I

thmigbt Rob aidreesed it real well t oayieg
vitb bodk shelf-typo fittings you caA get the
lateral axes an velL.

N

:i.
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The Controlled Response of Resonating Fixturse
Used to SlIslat* Pyrozbock Enviriormnts

1.11 Dayle

Sandila National laboratories
Albuquerque, Now Mexico $T185

ABMSACT

This paper describes the test techniques used at Sandia National
Laboratories for simulating pyrotechnic shook on components. It Isas
elaaonating fixture* approach, sometimies kncwn as a havimer test. This
paper brings together Information that is available separately in the
literature$ and adds details, not pmloiu~ly published, which should en~able
the reader to reproduce the"e techniques for their own use.

Vhen working with some pyrotechnic device, or sorc of
some other lopulsive stimuli on a real structure, hc
(Fig. 1), experience Indicmites that s~omewhre
near that pyrotechnic devic. very high a levels;
perhaps greater than ¶00,000 $'a, and very high
frequenoies, perhaps greater than 50-100 Mea,
e1i3t. in this region (legion 1, Fig. 1), the
shook is best described In terms of stress wave Rgo
propagation as opposed to structural response. I

* describe this region as the ealterisl response to
4 the stimul.0 it moat structures, nstoewhert

remoteo to the pyrotechaic device, C levels tead
to be lowsr, typicallY less than 240,000 616, and
douinant frequenaica a-re also lower, those
dcainaat freque-nxies are on the order or 1,000-
10,000 Sta. The rftpon of the structure ir this
region (Ration 11. Figure 1) is dominated by the Vrqigro 1. ?uo distinct region* o!
struotural response of the entire strvcture. pyrotechnic *hock.
kost of the pyrotechnic shock eavirobsents
encountered at 3aldis are of the legion 11 type.
this Ration 11 environsebt eon be edequetely
simulated VItb aseantIr'l it.sot tint te~ieiqusee 3-ar a bas mny d~tffrect toot iteas with vartous

*a mobtr or Voss* meehanical impact techaiques shock spectrue roquirasenta, ao opposed to a
* are described in the literetaart. rC1eOUtion Gagery that might have oraly rav tast

ites" with tbe. eas rinquirent.A We Rust have a
Figure 2 shows design philosoohies for noses or test technique where We eon easily develop a
these impact tesnt techniquaes. is Figure 2s, the variety or shock spectra vithout an elaborate
test oomponent is attache to the actual etruo- effort to desita a very speciftic teat ebrftrtus.
tur*- It will "e used In. Th e ast Structu~re to Fioure 2c shows bow thfs is done. We hay* a text
struck in a trial and error reables ustil a fixture to which we mount the teat itea. 'Mat
reapor..o which matisfiss the teat re~uirameat Is test fixture is struck vith either a pendulum

ohteioed.bam~r or an~ siTr~tu-fired pio.jootil.. ntat test
fixture is analiytically designed so the reaspofns

j nother toot teehalque. Figure 2b) also ""e a of the test fixture end the, tost iton tre know
trial end error vetbod of determining the prior to performing the actisl test.
reasponse at the test RtOD. Tratoem of usift tbe
actual structure which may be very omplesx a TMe fixture reepenm t isc eM laction cf the *.eat

*test fixture of a stapler geomeitry, sucbhe as 0 itex materiel and Secesetry, tte test fixture
*plate fixture, Is used. material and geometry, the Impact ftcIAC Man-
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tion, ti its location and direction. This could
be a very complex sL;alysis, but fortunately the 2a)
analysis can be simplified in several ways. Test

First, a simple test fixture, e.g., a beam, thick Component
plate, or bar fixture whose modes are simple and
a known function of geometry can be selected. Impact

Second, the fixture can be made relatively stiff
and massive so its response is essentially inde-
pendent of the test item to which it is mounted.
Thus, the test item can be neglected and the
solution to the analysis decoupled. Experience
indicates we can assume that the impact is ap-
proximately a half sine pulse with variable
amplitude and duration.

The' two fixtures selected for this purpose are a
bending plate fixture and a longitudinally 2b)
resonant bar fixture, hereafter referred to as a Test

Hopkinson bar. The bending plate fixture Is a Test
square plate whose dimensions are L by L Dy Fixtur
thickness T (Fig. 3). It is struck on the center
of one side, azd the component is mounted on the Imac
opposite face in the center of the plate. The
first bending mode of the plate is the one which
we attempt to use. This is approximately given

by equation 1.2 For this case, the component, as
shown in Figure 3, is located at an anti-node for
the first bending mode. The response we excite
is perpendicular to the base of the component for
this configuration.

The Hopkinson bar, (Fig. 4),is utilized in a
similar manner, but impact occurs on one of its
ends, thus exciting that fixture into its lon- 2c)
gitudinal modes of vibration. Those modes are Test
calculated from the one-dimensional wave Component

equation. The result is given by equation 2.3

Tn the configuration illustrated, the input to Impact/

the test item would be tranverse to the base. Test Fixture

The method of using the first modes of a plate
fixture or a Hopkinson bar to simulate pyrotech- Figure 2. Test design philosophies.
nic shook was first proposed by Bai and

Thatcher. In their paper, they selected a pair
of fixtures, a bending plate fixture and a
Hopkincon bar fixture, whic' have the same first
modes. They testeo the component perpendicular
to its mounting direction on the bending plate
fixture and the two transverse directions on the
"Hopkinson bar fixture.

Impact
Those fixtures are designed in a simple way, so
that their structural mode(s) match the frequency
content of a given test specification (i.e.,
shook spetrry). Figure 5 shows a normalized log-
log shook opectrum of a single degree-of-freedom,
damped linear oscillator; ihile not exactly
drawn, the character is shown. If the first mode
of one of these fixtures is excited, the rest l-
tant shook spectrum would resemble that in Figure
5, P&' hbe time history would resemble the inset
drawing. L

T Test
A shook speutrum from an actual pyrotechnic shook _ Componont
is shown in Figure 6. The shook speotrum from a
single degise-of.-freedom oscillator can bd over-
layed in such a manner as engineering judgent Figure 3. Bending plato fixture.
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would dictate to be the best envelope. Figure 7
illustrates this envelope. It turns out that a 10
fixture resonanoe of about 2,000 Hz with a peak
acoeleration of about P.000 g's is needed to G

simulate this particular environment. A

f • 22.4 
02

.44

where E = modulus of Elasticity or

p = density

T = plate thickness E
54 I
0

L = plate length and width z .OJ
,01 0.1 1 10

f
Equation 1 Normalized Frequency f

0

Figure 5. Normalized shock spectrum of a

est. damped linear oscillator.

tComponeat

Figure 4. Hopkinson bar fixture.

m

n c 10
f0

n 2L

where n = 1, 2, 3...

c = wale speed in bar

L - bar length Fr qiuncy

i Figure S. hock 'pectrum of tctual
pyrotechnic ihock.

Equation 2

environments seon at Sandia Laboratories fit that
shapo very well. Once the fixture geometries are

The first modes of theee fixtures are used since oeleoted and their slzeB determined. their modes

the response shook spectrum is approximately of vibration are fixed, We then impact the

known. The dimensions of these fixtures are fixture in order to excite the first mode. Thie

designed so th6ir first modes correspond with the Is done by controlling the anplitude and duration
peak on the shook speotrum. This method applie of' the input pulse which i1 applied by a ha'-aer

-P to a somewhat limited class of pyroteohnoic shook or proleotile. For example, a beam with a first

,,,environments that have a shape similar to that mode of 1,000 hz, requires an input pulse dura-
one-dimenslonal decayed oscillator. Moat uotual tlon of about one millisecond. The azplitude of
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that pulse is simply varied by increasing or Fixture damping is another parameter which needs
decreasing the impact velocity; the duration is control. These structures are fairly uniform,
controlled by various shock programmers, continuous media, hence they have very little
Sometimes an elastic programmer (Figure 8) is damping of themselves. A component mounted to
used, which consists of a piece of Delrin plastic that structure increases thu mechanical damning,

however, these fixtures still resonate for
hundreds of milliseconds. This is not desirable
because the actual pyrotechnic shock environment
typically lasts less than 20 milliseconds. nese

-. Ifixtures can be mechanically dampened by clamping
various bar or plate materials to the fixture
itself. These bars tend to lower the first mode
of the fixture by not more than 20%, which is

____usually acceptable. This simplifies the analysisSoo / since the damping clamps do not have to be ac-
,/ counted for when calculating the first mode

frequency of the fixture. For example, a damping
arrangement on the bending plate fixture as shown
in Figure 9 is a square aluminum bar clamped to

0/ 1o two edges of the plate with C-clamps or bolts.* 0. '___The same thing can be done for the Hopkinson bar
* by clamping a small plate stock on its impact end

"(Figure 10). The small x's indicate the presence
of either a bolt or a C-clamp attachment point.
The damping may be increased (or decreased) by
using more (or fewer) clamps. The maximum number

__=__of clamps needed does not greatly affect theSo, , kcalculated first mode of the atructure.
Frequency

Figure 7. Frevious shock spectrum showing
envelope.

lResonant Plate

SFixtFuixu.e

o1zcttuK-c
Impact SurrAc.i

9 .j (felt and -Isrin)

Dampinq Barn

SFigu. 9. Damping bhirs mddvd to boncling

FiJgtru 8 Detail of typjial impact plte fixture.
S• )n II t .11

iknd a piece of fnat. This is typically for
plate, .ith a low natural frequency (<1000 Hz).
For ;..•)er frequencies, a metal-to-metal impact
"Is used. In these oases, the prograrzaing a'em tpin-i j upkj j IAr
"material it usually a piece of aluvinum. The P 1o
nlwainum is Indented w~ith a pr-ojectile or hammer
.which has either a spherical or conical nose.The duration 1,% varied by changing the spherical
radius or cone angle. For example, it' the cone

is made sharper, the Impact duration would be
longer. With only minimal trial and error, the
Impact di.ratlon can be lengthened or shortened no ?gu 1 0. Vamping pl.e addad to
that the first mode of the plate or a beam flx- H o.,In on t, ar •xt u r
ture Is excited.
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Controlling the response of the Hopkinson bar Hz second mode is dominant and the first mode is
fixture with these damping clamps is the subject suppressed and shifted to about 800 Hz. With
of a paper presented by the author at the 1985 this method, the ist, 2nd, or 3rd mode of this
IRS Annual Technioal Meeting. 4 The basic result Hopkinson bar can be selectively excited. At

higher modes the nodal spacing becomes closer and
of that paper states *Masses clamped at the nodes there is a tendency to overlap different nodes
of the ith mode cause the response to be with the clamps placed on the bar.
dominated by that ith mode." For example, the
nodes for the second mode of the Hopkinson bar The techniques described provide a very practical
occur at L/4 from each end. Figure 11 shows3 a means of simulating pyrotechnic shook of the
pair of masses (plates) clamped at the nodes of structural response type (Region II of Fig. 1).
mode 2 for a Hopkinson bar. If that plate is These techniques eliminate most of the trial and
impacted longitudinally with the appropriate
duration pulse, the fixture can be excited into error required by other test methods.

4damping plates

Impact J j- j j ] REFERENCES
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Figure 11. Damping plates positionied on Pyrotechnic Shock Simulation Using Metal-To-
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2. Thompson, William, "Theory of Vibration with
Applioations,' Prentice Hall Inc., Englewood,
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4 . Davie, Neil T., "Pyrotechnic Shoo', Simulation
Using the Controlled Response of a Resonating
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its second mode rerponse. The flopklinson bar used
consisted of a two-inch by ton-inch by eight-tcot
long alu•inus bar which was the basic toeot

- fixture. Piguro 12 Illuatraten the shock
spectrum of such an arraneomant. The firot rods
of that fixture is 1,000 I:. Note that the 2,000
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APPENDIX

Transcript of discussion following presentation
of this paper at the 56th Shook and Vibration
Symposium.

M r. Safford (Agabian Aasoolatee•t About 1971 or
1972, Pat O0Neil and Chuck Tierman or TRW did
some hammer-type impact tests on long bars where
they hung weights that were gasketed with an
elasto-plastic material. They were looking to
attenuate the shook front. They did a lot of
very nice work. It might be applicable. It is
published material and easily accessibile. It is

. a nice little article; it might help you,

M G T : It looks like you are hitting
* that free-free plate with a rather good sized

mass going at a rather good speed. You are also
exciting the rigid body mode in addition the the
first mode that you want to excite. I believe
you are applying a test which is quite unrealis-
tic in comparison to pyrotechnic shocks. You
will have much more energy than you want at the
low frequencies unless you somehow restrain that
plate.

D It turns out that the velVoity change
of the plate, which is very massive, is very
small. The hammer may be large by what your
experience indicates, but the velocity change of
the plate due to the Impulse Is fA'trly small.
You can see that by looking at the shook apectr.u
that we have generated from those techniques.
The velocity change is usually well under ten
feet per second, perhaps even less. It is true
the velocity change might be hlther than what you
would see in an actual pyroteohnio shook
environment; however, as far as the ahook spectra
is concerned, if you had an undesirably high
velocity change, that would be indlo•tod in the
shock spectrum, and %hat is not the case.

or- Pouagrt. I really appreciate Zieil's idea of
defining two distinctive areas. T think zany
people do not realize tiat there roally are t•o
distinctive areas in pyrot*obnio shook, When you

are very near the souroe, we make coamnts like,
MThe shook reaponaa spectrum In all three axes in

approxieately equal.* We alvo have to realize
about the coat3nt about to-ee aet-lerooetekr& thea
what we are looking at are all mounted on a
little ora.i*rob block. However, as you tr&awel
further away from this Zono 1, the bavlo str"c-
ture Is nio lorger exolted primarily due t* the
epeed of aour%. or through the longitvdintl odiet
of the Ptruoture. It in excited more in the
alassi~al modaa of vibration and dytoica. A- I
said e.nrller toduy, if you So away trre a aourie.
I don't really thi-•k It would make much dif-
reference what you hit the aft end with. By the
tine you are far froe the ý.ource, If yoo monitor
on a telemetry rack, it will resonate at Its own
natural frequeaoy.
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MULTI-AXIS TRANSIENT SHOCK SIMULATION
USING MECHANICAL PULSE GENERATORS

F.B. Safford*
Agbabian Associates

El Segundo, California

Pyrotechnic shock is represented by a very short time duration, accelerations into the
1000 g levels, and a wide frequency band up to 10 khz. The current technology of
laboratory simulation test machines is hard pressed to repetitively meet these require-
ments in one axis and much less so in two or three axes simultaneously. A bi-axial
transient shock machine under development for the U.S. Army ERADCOM is
described and shows potential to adequately meet these pyrotechnic requirements in
two-axes with extension to three-axes.

* Now Professor, Mechanical Engineering, Northrop University

When it comes to pyrotechnic shock, I am a for repair, it is run through the test, at a lower level, of
latecomer. Some years ago, it was postulated that a series course. The way this technique works, given a criteria
of force pulses could be used to stimulate motions in function, or an objective function (motion-time history),
structures. If a train of force pulses can be configured, for impedance measurements or calculations are made so

*time duration, the onset time and the amplitude of each that the structure and the load impedance of this system
and every pulse and if the dynamic characteristics of the are known. This computer model is stimulated with force
structure, (the transfer impedance) can be determined pulses, run through step-by-step to obtain a response,
(analytically or by testing), can the response motion that then through an error function, do the optimization and
would duplicate the test events or real events in practice then come back and correct as shown in Figure 1. The
be produced? Computer simulations were made from pulses are single-sided or push pull (attached to opposite
which a procedure wasevolved that showed errors within sides of structure). The optimization program took

*"five percent error with respect to the expected motion. several years to develop, and it is a random search
- This led to the building of a series of pulse machines that technique. It is rather computer time-intensive.

ranged from metal cutting, (where metal chips are cut) to
using cold gas pulse generators, to generating pulses The other criteria the army has is that they do not
using single shot chemical rockets. Machines have been put much stock in shock spectra; they prefer time
built that go down to a few hundred pounds of force, up histories as a governing yardstick. They feel if you are ini to a hundred thousand pounds of force and designs that the range of the time durations, the general envelope of
t look very feasible, to up to a million pounds of force. the time-history peaks and the frequency bandwidth, test

simulation is more realistic. Failure is largely non-linear,
Much of this %work was accomplished for the U.S. therefore one is pretty wzll tied to the time-histories

Army. tile Department of Energy, and for the National expected or a reasonable class of time-histories. Shock
Science Foundation. "lhc current project is for the U.S. spectra and Fourier srcctra are used and help support the
Army Electronics Research and l)evelopment Com- testing requirenwnt,, given the constraints imposed by the
mand. The U.S. Army is very concerticd about commun- time-histories.
ications equipment since the army (f the future will be
nuclear, anid must withstand nuclear shock as well as high Figure 2 is typical of test data taken during a high
explosive hiock. itgurc I showsac onvcntional two and a explosive test. It show. the response in the middle of a
half ton truck with a recently developed hardened shelter rack of equipment. Accelerations can range up to about
made of Kevlar. The truck has &,uy wires to prv-cnt 12 to i 5 hundred gV. The time durations go out beyond
overturning a; (I tested in varios configurations under 200 mtlliseconds. Motions are largely horizontal and
blast loads by high cxplosive events. Kaman Sciences it vertical with sonic horttiontal motion normal to blast
performing very elegant finite element studics using dirction. Frequencies up to S khr have been recorded.
AI)INA. to precict what happens to the otructure when
the blast wave lits. " he army requires a machine that c;rt *lhere are ,everal ways, to implement pulse genera-
be us.e-d to simulate the predicted responic of C'I cl ec- lion. and Figure .1 shos a metal cutting technique. A
Ironic equipment housed inside the 0teltef. I his machite cutter moves across the mandrel, and the shape or profile
will be used for qualification texis and ac-.eptance tests on of the meital to he cut and the velocity of cutting deter-
every piece of equipment lot assurance of battle hard. mine- the foroe-tinc.h-tiory. 11w Waterways i'xperT-
He"-. Elvery time that equipment ms icturncd :o the depot nciut.%tation.,co-d•vci.,elIrsof this system. call the metal

% * '*, •.., % ,6 o • -N- % N. ..... . .. . . . ... . .
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elements to be cut "nubbins". The grooves cut in the ble to first get pulse trains to match the predicted equip-
nubbins transmit forces to the test article. ment acceleration time-histories as closely as possible

and then look at the shock spectra and tweak beyond
Aluminum "nubbins"for the Department of Energy that.

were built which produced 50,000 pounds of force in 40
milliseconds, and with six nubbins in a series, a two-story
building as big as a football field was excited. The mode
shapes of the building were extracted from the buildiiig ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS .
motion. If the "nubbins" had been made of steel, at- out The development of these pulse generating machines100,000 pounds of force would have been produced. is a result ofjoint and collaborating effort with Professor

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the system for the S.F. Masri, University of Southern California; R.E.Department of the Army(the Harry Diamond Laborato- Walker, J.P. Pickens, G.T. Easley, and R.D. Crowson,Deprtmnt f te Amy theHary Damod Lborto- U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, R.M.
ries, and the Ballistic Research Laboratory). The test U.S. Army Wtrwy E maton;
article is held in a modified equipment rack which has a Lingebach and L.J. Belliveau, U.S. Army Harry Diamond
force link, a row of"nubbins"and the cutter. A hydraulic Laboratories; Dr. WJ. Schuman, Spectrum Interna-
rani is employed to drive the "cutter" but gas rams have tional; C.C. Huang (retired), Corps of Engineers, Hunts-been usemployed in drive the pas"fr cuc er" speedas. Ses oe ville; and Dr. J.B. Scalzi, National Science Foundation.been used in the past for much higher speeds. Speeds on

the hydraulic ram run about 100 inches per second, but DISCUSSION
about 1,000 inches per second call be obtained with a gas
driver. These higher speeds permit very high frequency Dr. Rubin (The Aerospace Corporation): With
excitation. The system is biaxial but a third axis can be thet r y simulation Withadded if field tests so justify. h time-history simulation you will run into the problem

that we run into all the time. The army requirement is for

Figure 5 is a picture of the machine that is currently a specific truck, a specific rack, a piece of equipment at a

in development. The hydraulic ram, the cutter, the specific location, and you've got a time-history. We do

mandrel with the "nubbins", what is called a "quadra- not have that. Equipment can move around, it can be on

pod" that carries the load into the test structure, and this spacecraft or that spacecraft. There is no single time-

equipment under test comprise the test machine. The history. When you look at it from that standpoint you are
same is repeated for the vertical direction, forced to a spectrum type of description. You can thinkabout it in the time-history domain and start that way;

For a high impedance load, like a wall, rectangular but, when you have the variability in where you canlocate equipment, then the time-histor does not mean
cuts are obtained (Figure 6), but if against a low impe- q t ry

dance source, then the load and source interact and you anything except for one specific case.

do not get perfect cuts unless you compensate. Compen- Dr. Safford: Yes, I would agree with you. I think
sation both for the load impedance and for the source the correct approach is to look at the time-history andimpedance with the algorithm can be made so as topemore optimal responses, generate the first spectra, and then start looking at theproduce mvariation around there. I think that would probably be a

We were fortunate to have a peer review when we solution with the people that set the criteria.

startedlookingatthismachineforapossibleapplication Voice: I do not believe that I understand it very
to pyrotechnic shock, both by the Aerospace Corporation well, but are you able to generate negative'forces with
and TRW. Figure 7 shows a series of "nubbins" that run that system?
about one-half a millisecond up to about two milliseconds
on the test machine (Figure 5). They are geometrically Dr. Safford: Yes, wejust put the pulse machine on
spaced so as to get a fairly decentfrequency spectrum. the opposite sides of the structure so we have two ofthli&n
The test was only run in the horizontal direction which is in

give byan cceeroete onthe quimen uner est inthere, and they pull. They both pull, but they are timegivensequenced to achieve positive and negative forces.
This series of forces were measured by the load cell, and
the test racks are interacting with the input forces. What
led into this consideration for pyrotechnic shock appli-
cation was that in one of the calibration tests using an
arbitrary series of pulses, an acceleration-time-history
was obtained which appeared to be a credible simulation.
These data are shown in Figure 8 with peak accelerations
of 1200 g's and a time duration of 40 milliseconds.
Frequency ranges to lO.O00) Hi. as shown in the Fourier
magnitude plot.

Our plans are to start looking into simulating pyro-
technic shock. Initially, we are not going at it with the
approach to meet a shock spectrum; it would be rrefera-
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CUTTER END PLATE

F i -,, ORCE LNK RUBE SPCE SPCR$ MNDEFORCE LIKCTEREND CAP

\ MANDREL -STROKE-12"

"rl-IEST - • I OS HYDRAULIC

(END OF HYDRAULIC

NUBBINS, PROFILED FOR STROKE) CYLINDER

VARYING FORCE REQUIREMENTS

FIGURE 3. SCHEMATIC OF FORCE PROFILE GENERATION BY

METAL CUTTING

REACTANCE/TEST STRUCTURE

HY DRAULUIC RA

PUL-SE GENERATOR (10.000 Ibf/PULSE NMo.INAL)

I I l-1 •.,FORCE L INK

2 STEEL BLOCKS (ISOLATOR REPLACEMIENT) (7p1ROX)

LOAOINCE YOKE (QUAD-POO)
REACT IVE/TEST
STRUCTURE

*1 O??CE LINK HYORAUJ.I C

.4 QU!P&jNT RACK (CUT DO"~)(A O)

- l I II ..•k STEEL. KTYt BLOW~
(ISOLATOR RIPLAUCE1MT)

FIGURE 4. SCHEMATIC OF BIAXIAL COMPONENT SHOCK SIMULATOR I
(TypICUI DerformGnce 200 m sec duration,

WO0 9 Deak, 0 "to 10 kHz)
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Discussion

Mr. Rubin (The Aerospace Corporation): With the
time-history sinlation you will run into the
problem that we run into all the time. The AriW
requirement is for a specific truck, a specific
rack, a piece of equipment at a specific
location, and you got a time history. We do not
have that. Equipment can move around, it can be
on this spacecraft or that spacecraft. There is
no single time-history. When you look at it
from that standpoint, you are forced to a
spectrum type of description. You can think
about it in the time-history domain and start
that way; but, when you have the variability in
where you can locate equipment, then the time-
history does not mean anything except for one
specific case.

Mr. Safford: Yes, I would agree with you. I
think the corect approach is to look at the
time-history and generate the first spectra, and
then start looking as the variation around
there. I think that would probably be a

4 solution with the people that set the
criteria.

Voicet I do not believe that I understand it
very well, but are you able to generate negative
forces with that aystem?

� Mr. Safford: Yes, we Just put the pulse machine

on the other side so we have two of them in
"•here, and they pull. Tey both pull, but they
ar: imae equence4.

14
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SUMMARY OF TESTING TECHNIQUES

Dan Powers
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

Huntington Reach. CA

I have tried to survey some of the approaches that have been
S usel to simulate pyrotechnic shock over the last 20 years. I

have already learned of a few new ones today. I am going
to be talking bazically about two approaches: (1) the use of
flight structures or flight-like structures and (2) general-pur-
pose machines that can be used to simulate a pyrotechnic
shock environment that was generated from a wide range of
vehicles.

One question is often asked-why don't we just use the device
itself to provide the shock? If we use the device itself we are
producing a flight environment, not a qualification level that
would normally be higher. To compensate for this lower ,I
level, we could perform a flight-level test three time o gain
confidence. Some people in the past have fired the flight
device three times in a flight structure and qualified the '

hE--dware that way. If the flight structure and an inexpensive
ordnance device, such as a "pin puller" or a separation nut
or bolt, are available, this may be a valid approach. How- Flgure 1. Equipment Bay Separated From Gemini B
ever, what happens when you have a stage separation and
the structure itself costs $50,(XX) or $1(X),(XX)? After you blow
it apart, only a flight environment has been produced with
no quaiitication margin. 'I nis is part of the problem with 2=8_

using the device itself.

Art Ikola from Lockheed developed a concept many years
ago, and he called it the "Barrel Tester." We at McDonnell .O 6SPFL.SC
Douglas read his paper and we designed a different barrel
tester. Figure I shows the equipment compartment MDAC
used. The equipment compartment separated from a Gemini RCTAINCR

spacecraft with two strips of flexible linear shaped charge SLA5r _'OCLO
cutting 0.09-inch-thik material-th- flight separation ,.oint is
shown in Figure 2. High-magnitude shock was transmitted
into the unpressurized compartment in which all of the ceke- X 74Cco 70
tronics were mounted. Figure 3 shows the change we made
so the apparatus would he reusable and attain a 6-tiB qual-
ification margin. We replaced the flight joint and left the
flight-like, unpressurized compartment under it. We used a -

very rigid backup block, cut a groove in it. and put flexible
linear shape(' charge of various grain sizes in the groove. We - ,-,.-1.
changed the 4tparation sheet thickness and varied that until SC#AA rAi`ONr01V 'NT : o,. "04 ALWNAV,PRI"O:6NC .O5,0 MItC.P C.,," Wtr"It "rW•O IýIA.',LL.Ct

we attained the needed 6-dB margin on the pressurized comn. rL Xi.6 L/A'* EA" HA, 'Do CPO,4Ra4"., $is. VCR'

partment. We would then mount the part at its actual right SMC,4WrCO VO-pA-t, 7 6.9AIMJ/fOOr

location and fire the charge. Fkjre2. Ft4*t Joint
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SCPRAo-C ACKLIP a.OCCK PYRO SOURCE

IWPRC.5JLPIZC0

IAI Isr7*tiCrURC2

SEPAR77ONzroIr: oi4 -r6 ALW-IINLIM
SH.-CT .0-90 7WICK c ir wIIH:r F2CX/aL-E Figure 5. Viking Landing - Electronics Bay
LINCAR' SHAPE0CHARGE, 4CAO SHCATHED
FDX, /0 6RA1ANS/r-06r

Figue 3.Barel Tmr JintAnother group at Martin-Marietta produced a device they
Figur 3. arre Teser ~called "Flower Pots". The "Flower Pot" was a piece of 3-in.-

dit imeter steel pipe with a 2-in, inside diameter 4 in. long
Figure 4 shows another concept for using flight-like or flight with a 0.5-in, steel base plate welded to the bottom of it.

'4spacecraft. I took this directly from Stan Barrett's (Martin- The "Plower Pot" was mounted at the location from which
Mariettz) paper; it shows the appearence of the Viking Lan- the pyrotechnic shock source came. The desired spectrum
der. The central bay housed all of the electronics Figure 5 w?,s attained by varying the charge size inside the "Flower
shows the bay that Stan used for the test bed. He listed Pot". As with the Barrel Tester, they mounted the com-
numerous ordnance devices in his paper and the correspond- ponent in the actual flight location and with the increase in
ing shock response spectra. He plated an ordnance charge charge size it envibled them to get a 6-dB margin. On the
at the "pyro, source" and by varying the quantity could obtain same program 3 PL used pneumatically activated pistons to
margin over flight devices, impact an anvil and generate the required shicks.

-BOOYPROCESSOR COVER

S-SANO HIGH GAIN O04US PROCESSOR COVER

- -. . ~,UETEGOLOOVBsowi

* 'P. \ -LANDtING LCtQ Of

rigot 4. Viking Lander -ol~at
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Figure 6 shows TRW's approach, It is somewhat like Bob
Morse's rce')nant plate. It is just an anvil on the flight-like
structure. A slide hammer i,, raised to various hecights and
impacts on a fitting where the flight ordnance device is nor-
mally installed. They were able to achieve a 6-dB margin at

the various flight locations. i

10 LB MASS

DELRIN WASHER

CORNER FiTTING Figure 7. Flat Plate Joint

Figure 8. Gyro Package on Flat Plato

Figure 6. TRW - Shock Simulator o

With the previously des~cribed apparaltus you generate the MtfaXhokSctrum

right %hock cnii' ronntint, b ut you generate it only for it cer-
tain v-chicle because 11th: fliiht-like %tructure rcspontid onily
for that particula r vehicle. It W1as inot prac:tical tot build at
%hock muchirit ror each v-ehicle- We wanted ito built; tin up- ~ t
para~u% that wa% more generals usefuil so %%e utilized the-

pconcept of the "Barrel tester" joint- We took a tiat piece
ot steel, S ft lotng. 03. in. thick.- and 4 ft wide and puit a
wepa at ion joinrt Oin each erd, 'I tie V joinits pitri sided nii tans.

ito ;-hnngc the- t~lesibl lineatr stiaped charge %tie. In this %-ay

,A-, Could rvach Ii M gr a ins 1c [liot Oilt otic co d and as% low
as It 1I prains6 licr ftrt on the ut tier enld s it h s ariou. thickne~s
sheets. Uiguore 7 is a photoigraph ti 01: Jh oint 'lthe filesibl
lineir shapecd charge fit- In lthe wesi~Itcsparationt
ilheet thik-knes and charge site is s arictd tot produtce the tie-
tired sfktctrnim At th.it titte I \%c w did not hlis the 101.~-~

intelligectt ito reals dit- what Neil I as-e 1%indi~i has Iusmi 10 ' toQ 0 tw

pret~clInt d 1nt1th prohlenil as I mencltionedealie .11f %,%;1s that Fe~nyIs

wM co%:uld % !sa,%t thc mtagnituode of thec %h, xA rcrn spectrumti. Figure 9. Gyro PackaWoSpecific.3tion
hut vi-cefc ret:xctd to the tcuinanr c itrequensc oft the plate.
ic , we could not cluanix the %hapeii of the speciritut- iinl lthe (,1- tiltorance wat% ecekdcd -it ith loss nd t% ithi ur.ills

the amplitudec t11e CnV0Aeiuufse the AX mail1 ros h~~k Lir-sisunse% %st'rctltl Ittom

icigcurc 8 sliuo-s -ýhc test setup itor a ps tot packtge 1 riasial
tslttck% were min' uti ed tia~gou 'nIs tlurn ~ ite corite: and -.ti We found in t lie past. ar'tipresi 'i:- Itl \-, SC ri7 lii gh
en' elope oh( thc inasimaik tesjbitvsc Ul~t.1% a generated thc plate as the esroie hatrgeer ott this t rewa o
1-igure: 'I hows, that the 'inuintuni rc4uiremcnt mes Nol but sulicnietmagnitude tit break oft sUtiandtdi tu elerst'-
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meter mounting studs. Figure 10 is the approach we use to 1-
keep our accelerometers on. We went to a 1/4 - 28 thread
and bolted it all the way through the plate and then we FO CAACITO IIAtU O N
mounted the accelerometer directly to that solid stud.

APPLY 311 CO. [C-2216 IAK
CEAR W TO THESE SURACES- i M20Z4

10-32 THREADS 7 FIHRMAS 613 L BS

ACCUELROWTER M
(TORQUEo TO AStEWAHE30 ,IN. -LOS INHTFigure 1.SrnWaveGeraoMAXIML 0.01 N1-IH-hCK LLU 0.OU-1tN. -THICK 1.Srs eeeo

C1I6-tIN-DIA. HOU to generate an extremely snort and high force transient that
Fiur 0.AceermteMutig THRU SPECIAIE is transmitted to the test article.

is o th sid ofthe meal cupo is ttahed Figure 13 shows the electrodynamic shaker. The people in-
Figure It shows a concept that TRW uses for simulating volved in digital vibration control have new ways of pro-
pyrotechnic shocks. It is a strain energy m achine. T he test g a m n o ti c h c p c r ,b t a s il d t c n c a
article is mounted on top of a large block. Damping pads gcamng toil eqaiee a shckru fspera thut an skgiale sytehnIca

are~~ca stil equliz aid spctu taste thaik, any diia syetem copnitahd hv een
totebok Ahdalccylinder is pressurized until the hv e en
coupn factues.Whenthecoupon fractures, a large

amout o strin nerg isreleased, it travels through thesu
tlocakhighleveloc transienate. The the test -article is subjected

to hih-lveltrasiet.'hemain problem with this machine wv

issaigth pcrm I.)&

1WI. YA.9.L I - ~-
rim MIMMl at

.~ l~ur. 3. SakeASho=

~ ~l~tureII ist .urret poblms n s rotla trg p roeeh t
~ pjtt~,- ~shok 1 ankl~urs VRWIthsussd te tttfeci~c~ th

aN0~ t1 th pagrt 13. uShae Shockh ae.it he t~ehn h4P-
tFaguren Is It is.ý currnt a sakrobc tii .imdropteste fAs tchnic)r

Piltlcni % hockI ik Ltrnient % go tttrwd ite~ thelftt. oih ine fothof

atoac ths ist loatk aut ao (time all %ifitliu feet arenit hit"

Figure 11I. TRW Strain Energy Shock Machine sinutneu ls t duration of lthe input I-- mitch hr..
1`11110 l10 tot IS mscc III a priitechtmnt stitwk and tvpi1calh M

Fi:guic 1Q shows a rathler uinusual coiteepit filr imuilting Pyr. it)N tnI 10cc tin a shaker 'the imped~aticc oft bttit h-raekctls

otechnic shock. Richard Snellf front Nlclontieli I ougta% has. in flighit spaeectaft. skhere esltiprtiet I% tontalth 1w1utitinick

*used it tii hIsI Iracturc mnecharnic ssork. Ik leas mounted somec thin panels, I- different fioni the inipedaticetof a -.hAkct
ueccelcromecir and sotnc strain gages on photoclaitic 1-am. sllierc lthe equipimcnt is miounted onl a tIlk. to 4(111-11 aftia-
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1. The kilindpe&tothe partIs not thesame withthe pyrotechnic Figures 15 and 16 show an acceleration history and its as-
transient as It Is with a shaker or drop tester sociatdsoksetana lgtsprto on.Fgr

2. The duradpn of the hiput Is much shorter with the 17 aned 1shock comptrablear flogtseon aroution jorn(ckitrye7
pyrotechnic transient17ad1shwcmaalpltonmuig rkey14

3. ThesIIIIe dw c aof thelIn-flight bracketryIs much less thanlIt in. awav. The transient shown in Figure 17 certainly does
Is on any of the shock machines. not look like at pyrotechnic transient but it is. 'Me difference

4. Thevelocltyccantonof pyroshockIs much less than that of is that the accelerometer is mounted far enough away from
shock machines and consequently the part absorbs IeII
kinefti energy In a pyrotechnic shock. the source that it responds to the "classical" structural modes

5. TheveloeltyetevAcItkpmpaadonIs lower than the velocity and not to the longitudinal compression and tension waves.
of the extensional wave through te material; consequently.
cracks tha ame formed do not haetime to grow before Ithe
wave has passed on and the stress has been removed.

6. Flor wsry hst pumla., fractures may occur In one area
completely Independent of what's happening In the rest of the--- -

part and complete failure will not occur. 53- ,att

7. The umthitate tngth of materias increases significantly r-
with increasesin strain rates.it Is the job of the test engineer to -- - -- - - -- - -

Choose a method that Will produce the Same failure that WouldT- .)z ---

Figurel14. Reasons Why Shock Simulation May Produce- - --- - -- - -

Different Failures Than the Actual Pyrotechnic
Event--

extensional wave through the material, consequently the P 00
cracks which form do not have time to grow. I showed the O - .- -- - r
slide on the output of a strain gage that was located very -20 -

near the source. Thc rate of change of strain was 24(XI 1iind 30.

in./sec. In Kolsky's book on solids, he shows the ultimate-----
strength of a material can go from 500.tK) to 1)IMOM psi when TNw IMMtISfCONDSJ

subjected to strain rates of 11MM) Ii.in.Iin./sec. When we are
t'tlking about pyrotechnic shock, we are definitely in this
region. Now I will ask the audience to add to the list anything Figure 15. Acceleration History 3 Inches From

t~1ey think I may have missed. ertoJin

Discussion

Mr. Moening (Thre Aerospace Corporation): A re there an y
advantages that you see of using an explosively driven plate
over a hammer excited plate?

M r. Powers: Let me answer that with another question. Why 10.000
dotransducers fail when I put them on my explosively driven'

plate, and why don't they fail when hit with a hammer'? Zi

Mr. Moening. I suspect the reason is that the explosively
driven plate has much more of the ultra high fiequency. 1 O

Mr. Powers: This is correct, actually the same thing happens-.1
in an actual stage separation. That high frequency is there.

Mr. Moening: You are reinforcing a feeling that I had that
for some limited applications that is where you have at com- .0
ponent mounted very near the ordnance device.

Mr. Powers: That is right. If you are in area I (Neil Davie's
presentation), then you hnpve to realize that it is at differentI
phenomenon than if you arc 174 in. away and sitting on a L
single-dcgrec-of-frccdom system. I amn talking ahout levels121314
of 20,000 or 30OXK) thousand g's not something 12 or 1.1 FREQUENCY t146
hundred g's. But there is a difference. If you are smart
enough, you do not put electronic equipment in at 211.IMM)-g
envirot'ment even though we have qualified items to 200H)0 Fiur 16. Shock Response Spectrs Near the Separation

gs. Plane (100,000 g's at 10 11z
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Discussion

Mr Moening: (The Aerospace Corporation): Are
there any advantages that you see of using an
explosively driven plate over a hammer excited
plate?

Mr. Powers: Let me answer that with another
question. Why do transducers fail when I put
them on uV explosively driven plate, and why
don't they fail if I hit it with a hammer?

Mr. Moening: I suspect the reason is that the
explosively driven plate has much more of the
ultra high frequency.

Mr. Powers: That is correct; actually the same
thing happens, for instance, in a separation.
That high frequency is there.

Mr. Moening: You are reinforcing a feeling that
I had that for some limited applications that is
where you have a component mounted very near the
ordnance device.

Mr. Powers: That is right. If you are in area
I, as Neil says then you have to realize that it
is a different phenomena than if you are 174
inches away and sitting on a single degree of
freedom system. Now again, I am talking about
levels, of maybe 20,000 or 30,000 thousand g's
not something 12 or 13 hundred Gs. But there is
a difference. If you are smart enough, you do
not put electronic equipment in a 20,000 g's
environment even though we have qualified stuff

%9 to 20,000 g's.
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